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~AGREEi\1E1\7
between the
BOARD OF EDUCATION
PEARL RIVER L1}\'ON FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
PEARL RIVER, l\1E,WYORK
and
TIlE PEARL RIVER TEACHERS ASSOCIATION
PEARL RIVER, :NEW YORK
\
THIS AGREEMENT, made and entered into this 28th day of June 2000, by and between the Board
of Education, Pearl River Union Free School District (hereinafter referred to as the "Board") and the Pearl
River Teachers Association (hereinafter referred to as the "Association")
WITNESSE1H:
WHEREAS, the Association, as the exclusive representative of the Instructional Staff as a negotiating
unit has all the rights and privileges granted to it by a resolutionadopted by the Board on November28, .
1967, and the Recognition Agreement mutually agreed to by the Association and the Board on December 19,
1967; as amended June 25, 1986, and
WHEREAS, the Board and the Association recognize that providing a quality education for the
children of Pearl River is their mutual aim; and
WHEREAS, the parties have agreed to negotiate in good faith regarding matters related to terms and
conditions of employment upon which the employees and/or employers desire to negotiate; and
WHEREAS, the parties have reached certain understandings which they desire to confinn in this
AGREE:MENT.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the following mutual covenants, it is hereby agreed as
follows:
ARTICLE I -RECOG~TIION
A. In accordance with the Recognition Agreement mutually agreed to by both parties on December 19,
1967, as amended June 25, 1986, the Board recognizes the Association as the exclusive negotiating.
agent for the Instructional Staff negotiating unit. Instructional Staff is defined as including the
following certificated professional personnel: teachers, librarians, guidance counselors, psycholo-
gists, social workers, dental hygienists, school nurse teachers, and all certificated professional
personnel whose positions are not administrative and/or supervisory, including part-time and regular
substitute teachers who are employed 0.5 F. T.E. or more. Administrative and supervisory personnel
1
B.
are defined as those personnel who have the authority in the interest of the employer to hire,
suspend, promote, discharge, assign, reward, or discipline other employees, or responsibility to
direct them, or to adjust their grievances, or effectively recommend such action. According to the
Recognition Agreement, this recognition shall extend for the maximum period permitted by law.
The definition of Professional Certificated Staff shall exclude those classified as teacher assistants
under State Education Law for as long as teacher assistants in the Pearl River School District choose
to be excluded.
.,
I
Unit Work - The amount of teachingdone by each administratoras of July 1, 1990, may continue
until such time as those administrators cease to be administrators, provided there is no increase
during their employment in their teaching responsibilities. At the time the administrator or ad-
ministrators cease to be administrators, such assignment of teaching to administrators shall be
terminated. If the District needs to assign administrators teaching, it will discuss the need with the
Association, which will not unreasonably withhold its permission. However, under no circumstances
shall administrators teach, other than the teaching grandfathered herein, if:
1. there are teachers in the unit denied employment opportunities as a result;
2. there is a total increase of teaching beyond that permitted in prior arbitration awards between
the~es;~d
.
3. nothing contained herein shall be consid~red prejudicial to any rights the Association may
have under this Agreement.
C. Unrepresented Job Titles - The Board and the. Association agree to negotiate the appropriate
collective bargaining representation of specific unrepresented job titles currently in the employ of the
District.
ARTICLE n - DURATION OF AGREEME1.'\"T
A. The provisions of this Agreement will be effective July 1, 2000, and all provisions shall continue and
remain in full force and effect until June 30, 2005.
B. Scope - This Agreement expresses the total understanding of the parties on the subject of wages,
hours, conditions of employment and all matters pertaining to the relations between the Association
and the Board. It represents and is the result of compromises made by both parties, which have
included a number of matters initially proposed by both parties as subjects for inclusion in this
Agreement, but which were later dropped or modified as a result of and in exchange for
compromises on other matters which were proposed.
c. Waiver - The ~es acknowledge that during the negotiations which resulted in this Agreement,
each had the unlimited right and opportunity to make demands and proposals with respect toany
.2
\subject matter not removed by law from the areas of collective bargaining, and that the understanding
and agreement arrived at by the parties after the exercise of that right and opportunity are as set forth
in this Agreement. Therefore, the Board and the Association for the term of this Agreement each
fundamentally and unqualifiedly waive the right, and each agrees that the other shall not be obligated
to bargain collectively with respect to any subject or matter referred to or covered in this Agreement
except as otherwise stated within.
ARTICLE ill - PROCEDURES FOR COl\i})UCTING l\r:EGOTIATIONS
Both parties will meet by November 15 of the year preceding the expiration of the contract to develop
procedures for conducting negotiations.
ARTICLE IV -MATh1K1\JANCE OF STAl"'DARDS
A. Working Conditions - All conditions of employment, including teaching hours, extra compensation
for work outside regular teaching hours, relief periods, leaves, and general working conditions shall
be maintained at not less than the highest minimum standards in effect in the District at the time this
Agreement is signed, provided that such conditions shall be improved for the benefit of teachers as
required by the express provisions of this Agreement. This Agreement shall not be interpreted or
applied to deprive teachers of professional advantages heretofore enjoyed unless expressly stated
herein.
ARTICLE V - TEACHER ASSIGI\TML"'TS
A. Notice of Assignment - Teachers will be notified of their tentative program for the coming school
year, including the schools to which they will be assigned, the grades and/or subjects that they will
teach, and any special or unusual classes that they will have, as soon as practical and under normal
circumstances not later than June 1st. Any change in this assignment shall be communicated to the
teacher immediately.
B. Areas of Assignment - In order to assure that students are taught by teachers working within their
areas of competence, teachers shall not be assigned, except temporarily and for cause, to subjects
and/or grades or other classes outside the scope of their major or minor field of study.
Nothing in this Article shall preclude assigning special teachers to full assignments provided Articles
VI and IX are observed.
c. Scheduling - Every effort will be made to schedule middle school and high school teachers for no
more than 25 periods of pupil contact for the purpose of instruction and other responsibility periods
as defined in Article IX, "Non-Teaching Duties." Full-time middle and high school Pupil Personnel
staff shall have six (6) periods (30 per week) of pupil contact each day in order to carry out their
responsibilities. Every attempt will be made to schedule these assignments so that no teacher has
3
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E.
more than three (3) consecutively assigned responsibilities within the daily load. Teachers may be
assigned four (4) consecutive responsibilities only if one of these is a non-teaching duty. However,
every effort will be made not to assign a teacher four (4) consecutive responsibilities for more than
one (1) year during this Agreement. If it appe2Is necessary to extend such an assignment for more
than one year, there shall be consultation between the building administrator and the affected
te4cher(s) together with a representative of the PRTA. The assignment may be so extended,
provided that the District establishes that failure to so extend the assignment will deny subject
selection choices to students and/or will result in the reduction of a particular teacher's assignment.
I
There shall be, however, no more than eleven hundred and twenty-five (1125) minutes of
instructional time per week required of each teacher. Each teacher shall have at least one (1)
preparation period per day which for middle school and high school teachers will not be less than
forty-five (45) minutes in length.
High school science teachers are granted the right to have as an assignment a lab course over the
1125 minute regular weekly assignment, providing this is acceptable to the teacher involved and is
within the law and does not deprive any present member of the bargaining unit of his or her teaching
position in whole or in part.
The most current master schedule of building assignments will be given to the building
representatives ten (10) days before school opens. Changes in the master schedule will be shared
immediately. The most current master schedules shall be mailed to the Association President, and
Vice Presidents will receive the schedules for their schools.
Every effort will be made not to assign a high school or middle school teacher more than three (3)
different preparations within their daily schedule.
F. Teachers in a given building involved in proctoring examinations shall have an equitable proctoring
load.
G. Mainstreamed special education students, insofar as possible, will be distributed among classes
equitably on a building-to-building basis.
ARTICLE VI - TEACHER DAY
A. Defmition - A school session shall be the normal fixed times that a child is in school each day; a
session shall begin when children are admitted to the building each day. When appropriate, the
District may assign music and art teachers to cover courses or programs before or after the normal
school day, not to exceed thirty (30) minutes, provided the length of day does not exceed the limits
in Section B, Basic Teacher Day, of this Article.
4
B.
If it becomes necessary to stagger starting and ending times at the high school, the staggered schedule
will not start or end more than one regular period before or after the normal school day.
Basic Teacher Day - The basic teacher day will be as follows:
High School - 7 hours
Middle School - 6 hours and 45 minutes
Elementary School - 6 hours and 25 minutes
Commencing with the 1991-92 school year, each period at the middle and high school may be
increased by up to two (2) minutes, and the teacher's day will be extended accordingly. The
teacher's day will not commence prior to 7:30 a.m., and the basic teacher's day will not be more
than 7 hours 15 minutes at the high school and 7 hours at the middle school.
These times enable teachers to be at their assigned are4Sof responsibility ten minutes before and five
minutes after the pupil day in the middle school. The elementary pupil day will be 6 hours and 15
minutes.
c. All teachers at the elementary school shall be available on Tuesdays and Thursdays when school is in
session for twenty-five (25) minutes prior to the start of the teacher's contractual day for child study
teams and meetings with coordinators, principals, teacher assistants, District resource professionals,
parents and other teachers on the same grade level.
D. Teachers assigned to more than one building shall have adequate time between class teaching
assignments for preparation and travel.
E. Break Before Post Session - If, because of special schedule problems, teachers do not have a break
between the close of the school day and scheduled after-school activities, they may request provisions
for such a break from the building principal.
F. Elementary School Preparation Time - Elementary school teachers shall be guaranteed preparation
time on a daily basis.
Kindergarten teachers will be provided a consecutive thirty (30) minute preparation period daily.
Every effort shall be made to provide an additional ten (10) minutes preparation period daily.
Every effort shall be made to provide first and second grade teachers with forty (40) minutes of
consecutive preparation time daily. Such effort shall not require the District to alter the existing
special teacher/regular teacher ratio. It shall, however, utilize forty (40) minutes in Art, Physical
Education and Music in its effort to provide this forty (40) minute preparation period.
Third and fourth grade teachers shall receive the following preparation time per week:
5
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Third
3 daily periods of 40 minutes
1 daily period of 45 minutes
1 daily period of 30 minutes
Fourth
3 daily periods of 45 minutes
1 daily period of 40 minutes
1 daily period of 30 minutes
Lunch Periods - All teachers shall be guaranteed a thirty (30) minute lunch. Elementary teachers
shall have a forty-five (45) minute lunch. High school and middle school teachers shall have a full
regular period lunch.
The school day for teachers with assignments in more than'one building will be the same as the non-
traveling teachers in the building of their predominant assignments.
Leaving the Building During School Hours - All teachers shall be permitted to leave the building
during their preparation periods provided they have the approval of the building administrator or the
building administrator's designee.
Preparation Periods - When a special teacher is in charge of an elementary school teacher's class,
the regular teacher may leave the classroom. High school and middle school teachers shall have at
least one (1) preparation period per day during which they will not be assigned any other duties. If
the high school expands to nine (9) periods per day, teachers shall have two (2) preparation periods
during which they will not be assigned to any other duties.
K. The contract provision governing the fact that a teacher will not be assigned four (4) consecutive
assignments in a row will not apply to Special Education teachers who .are assigned to the self-
contained classes, provided these teachers retain the same preparation time they had available in the
1999-2000 school year.
L. The A.M. and P.M. kindergarten sessions shall be the same length of time.
M. Special Education teachers shall be provided time during the instruction day to develop individual
education plans for students and to conference with parents, teachers or administrators regarding the
IEP according to the following pupil load:
1-9 students 1 day per year
10-15 students 1.5 days per year
15 + students 2 days per year
A Special Education teacher may request additional time for the purpose of IEP conferences which
may be granted at the sole discretion of the building principal.
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ARTICLEvn -PROFESSIONAL RESPONSmILITIFS
A. Professional Involvement -The Board and the Association agree that the teachers of the Pearl River
schools have always given extra time beyond the stipulations of the existing contract in helping their
students and conferring with parents. The teachers of Pezl River give their professional
commitment to continuing this effort for the life of this Agreement.
Teachers may personally and/or with the assistance of the guidance department and/or the principal
hold conferences with parents of students not perfonning satisfactorily because of discipline,
attendance, or other reasons that affect achievement.
B. Teacher Planning - Each teacher should have available at the school office a set of emergency
lesson plans suitable for use by a substitute when it is not practical or possible for the substitute to
complete the regular lesson plans of the teacher.
c. Home Study Material - Teachers will honor parents' requests for homework in the event a student's
absence from school is over three (3) days.
D. Stafr Conferences - Teachers shall be available up to one (1) hour after the close of school on the
first Monday of every month for the purpose of participation in staff conferences and meetings. If a
holiday or vacation period cancels a Monday meeting, the building administrator may reschedule that
meeting within the month.
In the event a second staff conference is needed by the supervisor, it shall be scheduled on the third
Monday of the month and shall not exceed one hour. This meeting will begin at the close of school
and may take the form of a department conference in the middle and high schools and elementary
grade level or area meetings. Additional conference time may be scheduled for each teacher each
month to be used between staff and supervisors for the purpose of professional responsibilities. The
scheduling of conference time shall be flexible and mutually agreed to by the teacher and supervisor
involved. The teacher and the supervisor may agree to meet during the school day when they are
available such as lunch or preparation or break periods, or after school.
ARTICLE VIII - TEACHER Al"\l>ASSOCIAnON RIGHTS
A. Announcements at Meetings - The Association building representative or the building
representativets designee shall be given a place on the agenda of all building faculty meetings for
brief announcements.
B. Personal Rights - The Board and Association recognize that it is the individual right of all teachers
to engage in religious and/or political activities without fear, intimidation, or discrimination as long
as those activities do not interfere with teaching responsibilities.
7
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Right to Participate - The Board shall not discriminate against in any way or discipline any teacher
by reason of membership in the Association or participation in the activities of the Association or
exercise of rights guaranteed under this Agreement, except when such activities may be in violation
of the provisions of this Agreement or of the rules and regulations of the Board or of law.
Use of Buildings - The Association will have the right to use school buildings without cost on any
school day, providing that such use is within the time that a custodian is normally on duty and
providing that arrangements have been made through the principal of the building to be used. The
Association shall be responsible for the proper care of facilities during their use.
J
Use of Bulletin Boards - The Association shall have the right to place notices, circulars and other
materials pertaining to the general business of the local, county, state, and national association, or of
a general professional interest, on the bulletin board designated by the principal.
Use of School Mail - The Association shall have the right to use the school mails to disseminate
notices, circulars, and other materials pertaining to the general business of the local, county, state,
and national association, or of a general professional interest.
Association Meetings - The second Thursday of each month of the school year is reserved for
Association meetings. Such meetings shall be scheduled one-half (1/2) hour following the conclusion
of the regular school session.
School Activities - All teachers may attend, free of charge, all school activities, including athletic
events conductedin Pearl River. .
1. Distribution of Personnel Directories - The Board shall not distribute personnel directories or lists
of teachers' names and addresses to anyone but employees of the Board.
J. Teacher Sign-In - Teachers need not sign in or out, or check in or out at the opening and closing of
the regular day. However, it is the teacher's responsibility to notify the building principal or
immediate supervisor of an inability to report to work on time.
K. Tine Test in Lieu of X-Rays - A teacher can take a Tine Test in lieu of an X-Ray. If the Tine Test
is positive, then an X-Ray may be required.
L. An up-to-date copy of the BoardI s policies, rules and regulations, including any changes or
amendments thereto, shall be maintained up-to-date in the library of each school in the District and
shall be available to teachers.
M. The Association shall be provided with copies of the Board agenda and Board minutes at its request.
8
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Association Vice-Presidents will not be assigned any non-reaching duties. The Association shall be
limited in number to the Vice-Presidents as specified in the PRT A By-Laws in effect for the 1999-
2000 school year.
The Association's Negotiating Chairperson will not be assigned any non-reaching duties during the
last year of this Agreement.
President's Rights - The President of the Association or the President's designee shall be granted six
(6) days leave with pay to carry out Association business. Notification of intent to take such leave
shall be directed to the Superintendent of Schools. Notification of intent to take leave for this
purpose will be given by the Association at the earliest possible time. The Association President will
maintain a regular class load. The Association President will not be assigned any supervisory period
and, if possible, will not have a class assigned during the last period of the school day.
Q. No teaching assistant shall be assigned a permanent, part-time, or temporary position as a teacher.
ARTICLE IX - NON-TEACHING DUTIES
A. Teacher Responsibility - The Board and the Association recognize that a teacher's primary
responsibility is to work with students in both formal and informal learning situations and that
energies should, to the extent possible, be utilized to this end. Therefore, the Board agrees to make
every effort to reduce non-teaching duties. The following non-teaching duties have been eliminated:
1. No teacher will be required to perform bus duty.
2. Collecting money from students except in case of field trips and other similar educational
activities.
3. Health services, such as administering eye or ear examinations and weighing or measuring
pupils, except by nurses or nurse-teachers as a regular part of their responsibilities.
4. No non-teaching duties will be assigned high school and middle school teachers, other than
those listed in D and F, respectively.
5. No non-teaching duties will be assigned to elementary staff.
6. No non-teaching duties will be given to teachers who are assigned to more than one school.
B. All staff members, with the exception of guidance counselors, school psychologists, speech
therapists, and those mentioned in Article VIII, Sections N and 0, in a given building, will be
assigned non-teaching duties in a fair and equitable manner.
9
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Part-time teachers will be assigned non-teaching duties in relation to the FrE allocation in each
building to which the teacheris assigned.
The following are the only non-teaching duties to be assigned high school teachers:
lounge duty, hall duty, cafeteria duty, cafeteria study hall, homeroom, quiet study hall.
The District shall make every effort to reduce high school duties to four (4) per week (or as close to
four (4) as possible). In order to provide such duty schedules, the District shall not be required to
employ additional staff.
The following are the only non-teaching duties to be assigned middle school teachers:
study hall supervision, homeroom supervision, lunchtime supervision, hall duty, general
supervision as agreed to by the teacher and the principal.
Middle school duties shall not exceed 3.5 duties per week. Daily (6 min.) homeroom shall count as
.5 of a duty per week. Lunch duty should count as a full duty. A fractional part of that lunch duty
may consist of hall supervision or supervision of a quiet study activity. Study hall shall be a full
duty .
H. Staff hired after July 1, 1996 at the middle school and high school level may be assigned a tutorial
assignment in lieu of a collateral duty assignment. The intent of this tutorial is to provide extra help,
enrichment and instructional support for up to six students at a time for two marking periods during
the school year (one semester). These teachers may also be assigned a duty period for the remainder
of the year. Formal classroom observations will not be conducted during tutorial assignments.
Every effort will be made to assign such staff in their area of certification.
ARTICLE X - FACILITIES
A. Board Responsibilities - The Board will provide adequate facilities for teachers.
B. Teacher Responsibilities - Teachers will make every effort possible to maintain the facilities that are
provided for them.
c. All areas used by teachers shall have proper lighting, ventilation, and properly functioning heating
equipment and shall be maintained in a clean, safe and healthful condition.
D. There will be a lounge provided for teachers in each school. The District will comply with OSHA
standards regarding smoke-frre/reduced environments.
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E. At least one (1) week prior to the opening of school, under normal circumst2nces, teachers shall have
access to their classrooms and supplies, as available, during normal school hours.
ARTICLE XI - ACADEMIC FREEDOM
" Freedom of individual conscience, association and expression will be encouraged, and fairness in procedures
will be observed both to safeguard the legitimate interest of the schools and to exhibit by appropriate
examples the basic objectives of a democratic society.
ARTICLE XU - SCHOOL CAL~1)AR
A.
B.
c.
Board Responsibility - The responsibility for determining the calendar for the school year rests with
the Board.
.
Consultation with Association - The Association is guaranteed the opportunity to consult on the
development of the calendar with the Superintendent or his designee. A meeting for purposes of
consultation shall be initiated by the Association and held prior to March 1 each school year.
Additional meetings may be held after this date if requested by either party.
Calendar Guidelines -The calendar will be developed according to the following guidelines:
1. Teachers will be required to be in attendance one hundred eighty-four (184) days. On
Orientation Day teachers may be required to attend meetings not to exceed three and one-half
(3 Ih) hours. Newly appointed teachers shall be available for two (2) days for orientation
and/or staff development, such days being the two (2) weekdays that are not a holiday(s)
immediately prior to the beginning of the regular teacher work year. The pay for these days
is included in the teacher's annual salary. The Association shall be provided time to meet
new teachers on one of these days.
2. The school calendar shall include three (3) days in addition to the required number of days
noted above. These days will be specified as potential non-school days in the event that
school has not been closed for snow or other emergencies. The Association will be consulted
regarding the placement of these three (3) days in the calendar.
3. Superintendent's workshops, parent-teacher conferences, student examinations, and teacher
orientation days shall be included within the maximum number of days that teachers wil1be
required to be in attendance.
4. Teachers will have all holidays and vacations as provided for in the calendar.
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D. During the last week of school, unless otherwise modified, in order to complete end-of-year
responsibilities, elementary teachers shall be released from one-half (1/2) day of student contact in
lieu of one (1) fall conference day.
Elementary teachers shall have an additional two (2) hours on another day free of student contact.
The scheduling of the additional two (2) hours will be mutually agreed upon between the
Superintendent and the Association.
J
ARTICLExm -CLASS SIZE
A. Class Size - The Board and the Association agree that it is their mutual goal to develop the best
educational environment possible for both teaching and learning in Pearl River. To this end both
parties agree that re4S0nable efforts will be made to seek continually class sizes that are appropriate
to the subject and grade level being taught while providing maximum flexibility in the development
of new patterns of organizing for instruction.
B. Equitable Load - Where significant inequities exist in class load, the teacher may request the
administration to provide reasons for such inequities.
ARTICLE XIV - P{JPIL MA.~AGEl\tffi'l
A. Professional Responsibilities - The Board and the Association recognize that proper pupil
management is the responsibility of every member of the professional staff. Teachers can expect that
the Board will provide the support necessary for them to fulfill their responsibilities. The Board can
expect that teachers will use their maximum personal skills and abilities in the fulfillment of those
responsibilities with all pupils.
B. Emergency Situations - A teacher's obligation to the welfare and safety of all pupils in emergency
situations includes escorting pupils to locations considered safe by the administration and supervising
said pupils during the period of emergency. Teachers shall not be required to perform duties that
may bring personal harm to. themselves and are not directly related to the safety and supervision of
the pupils.
c. Transporting Pupils - No teacher shall be required to transport a pupil in his or her personal
automobile. If asked to do so by a representative of the Board, the teacher may agree, provided he
or she has met the Commissioner' s Regulations regarding the transportation of students. Teachers
are responsible for notifying the District Personnel Office when they meet the qualifications of the
CommissionerI s Regulations. A list of eligible personnel will be made available to building
principals throughout the school year. No teacher will be asked by a representative of the Board to
transport a pupil unless the teacher's name is on the list of eligible personnel. The teacher, when
qualified and agreeing, will be reimbursed in accordance with Article XXV, Section G.
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E.
~
High School Discipline Committee - A faculty committee on discipline will be established for the
high school. The members of this committee will be selected by the Pearl River Teachers
Association and C311recommend procedures to the high school principal.
Protection
1. Teachers will immediately report to the school principal in writing all cases of assault
suffered by them in connection with their employment.
2. This report shall be forwarded to the Superintendent of Schools who will comply with any
request from the teacher for infonnation in the possession of the District relating to the
incident. The Superintendent of Schools or the Superintendent's designee will act in
appropriate ways as liaison between the teacher, the police, and the courts.
3. If criminal or civil proceedings are brought against teachers alleging that they committed an
assault in connection with their employment, such teachers may request the Board to furnish
legal counsel to defend them in such proceedings. If the Board does not provide such
counsel, the Board will reimburse the teachers for all counsel fees incurred by them in the
proceeding.
ARTICLE XV - EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS
A. Provision of Materials - The Board will provide proper and sufficient materials necessary for the
instructional program within the budget appropriations for equipment, supplies, and textbooks. Each
teacher shall be given the opportunity to request and prioritize materials within the budget process. If
cuts are to be made, a good faith effort shall be made to comply with the teacher's prioritization.
The rationale for any budget cuts will be communicated to the teacher(s) involved.
B. Committees for Selection - Educational materials selection committees will be open to all teachers
affected who wish to participate.
c. Affected Teachers - Affected teachers shall be defined as teachers who are using the materials or
equipment to be changed or who will use the materials and equipment.
D. Initiation of Committees - If a majority of the affected teachers and/or their supervisors or
administrator believe a change in educational materials is warranted, a joint committee made up of
the affected teachers who wish to participate and their supervisors or administrator will be
established.
1. Such ~mmittees will elect a chairperson from among their members.
2. The chairperson will invite any affected teacher assistants to join such a committee.
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E. Committee Recommendations - Committee rec:ommendations will be accepted by the
Superintendent, providing said recommendations are consistent with curriculum guidelines of the
District and within the limitations of the budget appropriations.
ARTICLE XVI - PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPl\1E.'" AND CURRICIJLIJM DEVEWPl\£El\'7
I
A. Professional Development Committee
1. The district and the Association will appoint representatives to the Professional Development
Committee in accordance with Section lOO.2(dd) of the Regulations of the Commissioner of
Education.
2. In keeping with the District's Professional Development Plan, the committee will jointly
plan staff development and curriculum development projects for Superintendent's conference
days, new teacher orientation days, professional development days and for inclusion and
collaborative model teachers. The committee will also recommend and plan additional staff
development and curriculum development time as necessary to meet the goals of the District
Professional Development Plan.
B. Professional Development Days
An additional two (2) days outside the regular school year may be required for curriculum planning,
staff development, or other educational matters subject to the following:
1. Teachers must be notified no later than the January 1 prior to the date of such day(s).
2. Teachers shall be paid for such additional day(s) at the rate of 1/184 of annual salary.
3. The Association will be consulted regarding the content of Professional Development
Day(s) prior to the January 1 preceding such day(s) and shall be provided, in writing, the
content of such days at least ninety (90) days prior to such day(s).
C. In-Service Education
1. One (1) in-service course will be conducted by the Board each year of this contract.
2. The Professional Development Committee will meet and recommend to the
Superintendent in-service courses. These recommendations will be made by March 15th
for the coming year. The approved course shall be announced by the Superintendent by
April pt. Additional courses may be recommended by the committee and scheduled by
the Superintendent if the Superintendent feels they are of professional value. All in-
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D.
E.
service courses will require a minimum of fifteen (15) staff members in order to be
offered, except at the Superintendent's discretion.
3. Credit for in-service courses will be granted at the rate of one (1) credit for every twelve
(12) hours. These shall be given on a prorated basis, Le. twenty-four (24) hours equals
two (2) credits, etc.
4. Since unusually valuable and highly professional courses may be offered by other school
districts, and since there is value in exchanging ideas with teachers in other districts, the
Superintendent may approve requests for in-service course participation in other districts,
with credit given at the Superintendent's discretion.
Professional Conference
1. Staff members who so request, upon the recommendation of their building principal and
upon approval of the Superintendent, shall be permitted one (1) day per year to attend
conferences and conventions related to their regular assignment or to visit other schools
for professional purposes.
2. The paid leave time required for such attendance.shall not be charged against any other
leave permitted members under this contract.
3. Expense allowances shall be provided for this purpose, contingent on budget constraints
and appropriations.
4. The monies appropriated for a given teacher shall be specified to the teacher at the time
the request is approved. If the teacher believes the appropriation to be inadequate, the
teacher may withdraw the request without prejudice.
5. The teachers shall be reimbursed within a period of three (3) weeks from the time they
submit their expenses.
Professional Development Hours
All bargaining unit members will be required to perform twenty-one (21) hours of professional
development activities each year, above and beyond Superintendent's Conference Days.
Professional development activities listed in Section F will qualify for this provision. Other
activities not specifically stated in Section F or in the APPR may be included with the approval
of an administrator.
Permanent substitute and part-time teachers will be required to perform the twenty-one (21)
hours of professional development proportionally to their actual workday.
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F.
1. District courses taken or taught by unit members may be applied to this requirement.
Consultant, Blended and Co-Teaching Teachers from the 1999-2000 school year will be
credited with ten (10) professional development hours applied to the 2000-01
requirement. In subsequent years, such teachers may automatically credit a minimum of
ten (10) hours toward this requirement. Additional hours may be credited with the
approval of an administrator.
3. Each teacher will maintain a record of their professional development hours as per the
form attached as Appendix 5.
4. Upon completion of the required hours, the teacher will submit the Professional
Development Record Sheet to the building principal. The form must be submitted no
later than June 1.
5. Attendance at the summer new teacher symposium will be credited toward this
requirement.
6. Curriculum development work may take place during Superintendent's Conference Day.
Such work would not be applicable to the professional development hours.
During department, faculty and elementary school morning meetings, curriculum review,
mapping, surveying, planning, data and gap analyses can take place and will be credited
toward the twenty-one (21) hour requirement. Hours that are not administrator led or
directed will require administrator approval.
7. Paid curriculum work will not be applicable to the required professional development
hours.
Suggested Activities
Some of the suggested activities teachers may use to complete the twenty-one (21) hour professional
development requirement are listed below. Staff should select from a variety of development activities
over a period of years.
1. Action research
2. Attendance or presentation at national, state, local conferences, or workshops outside of
regular school hours. During school hours attendance may be accepted, if the
administrator directs or approves the activity.
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
Curriculum development and evaluation
District in-service courses
Grade level or subject area meetings focused on curriculum and/or standards and
assessment led by a school administrator
Mentoring new or student teachers
National board certification activities
Parent courses offered by the district
Peer observation or observation of teacher candidates
10. Planning with district consultant
11. Portfolio evaluation from Part lOO.2(b)(Commissioner's Regulations)
12. Publishing original work related to teaching
13. Teaching district in-service courses
14. Training in the use of educational technology
15. Study groups
16. Any professional development activities that are related to the goals and objectives
outlined in the Professional Development Plan are approved. Goals and objectives are
updated annually by the Professional Development Committee.
17. Most other professional development activities directly related to instruction, curriculum,
or assessment can be used but require administrative approval.
ARTICLE xvn - TEi'''"IJRE
A. NotulCation of Dismissal - Notification of dismissal shall be by April 1st or not later than the day
before spring vacation, whichever comes first, for non-tenured teachers.
Bargaining unit employees shall maintain tenure or years accredited toward tenure if they are
transferred within the same tenure area.
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In the event of a voluntary transfer outside the tenure area, the Board will notify the teacher of rights
relating to change of tenure area.
ARTICLE xvm - SENIORITY
A.
B.
Seniority lists for each tenure area will be jointly updated by the Board and the Association by
October 1st of each year and will be made available through posting in each building. Copies will be
sent to the PRTA by October 15 of each year.
Position on each of these seniority lists will be determined by the following steps:
1. Effective date of employment in the tenure area will determine position on the appropriate
seniority list.
2. If the effective date of employment in the tenure area is the same, then the date of
appointment to the tenure area will be used to break the tie.
3. If step 2 fails to break the tie, then the date the teacher signed the acceptance of the position
in the tenure area will be used to break the tie.
4. If step 3 fails to break the tie, or if the teacher acceptance of position is not dated, then the
date of the letter offering the position to the teacher will be used to break the tie.
5. If step 4 fails to break the tie, then the tie will be broken by District discretion.
c. All probationary appointments will indicate the teacher's tenure area(s) for the accrual of seniority
and placement on the appropriate seniority list.
D. In the event of controversy as to placement on the seniority list, either party may request expedited
binding arbitration to resolve the difference.
ARTICLE XIX - REDUCTION IN FORCE
A. Reduction in force shall be any circumstance in which teachers are to be dismissed as a result of
change in program, decrease in District enrollment, reduction in funding or similar situations.
B. There will be no replacement in whole or in part of teachers affected by this Article by teacher
assistants.
c. The rights granted by this Article shall not restrict or diminish the rights of teachers respecting their
continued employment under any other article of this Agreement or as provided by law.
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D. The Board shall continue health and dental insurance coverage for a period of four (4) months
followingthe effectivedateof excessing.
E. Every effort shall be made to notify affected staff of possible excessing by March 1. Final
notification will take place by April 1 or spring recess, whichever occurs first.
F. Excessed staff will be given preference for regular substitute positions in order of seniority, provided
they hold proper certification, and they will be paid in accordance with the applicable Board policy.
A regular substitute position is defined as a position encumbered but vacant for more than twenty
(20) days.
G. Excessed staff may apply for vacancies for which they are certified, other than the tenure area from
which they were excessed. Their application will be ~ted in accordance with Article XXI,
Transfers Initiated by a Teacher, Section B-3.
ARTICLE XX - TRANSFERS Il\TI1ATED BY A TEACHER
A. Dermition - A transfer is a change of assignment requiring a teacher to work in a building in which
the teacher is not currently assigned or a change of subject assignment exclusive of level assignments
within a subject area. Staff serving in a vertical K-12 tenure area shall not be subject to this
definition.
B. All actual openings in professional positions or jobs, promotional opportunities, or vacancies in
existing or newly-created programs shall be applied for in the following manner:
1. Posting - The job, position, vacancy or opportunity shall be posted in each building in the
District and shall be advertised in any other manner the District normally uses to n9tify
teachers of Board decisions. Such advertisement shall be conspicuously posted on a special
form with large lettering at the top "PROFESSIONAL JOB OPPORTIJNITY.II The
advertisement shall contain the job title, job description, location of the position, salary and
directions for making application for the position.
2. Application - Application shall be by simple fonn merely requiring the name and school the
applicant is working in. The applicant need not repeat any information that is in the
applicantfs personnelfile. All applicationsfrom bargaining unit employees receivedwithin
ten (10) days from the time the notice was posted in all buildings shall be considered by the
Board. Teachers shall have the right to equitable treatment.
3. In considering who shall be the successful applicant for transfers initiated by teachers on the
existing staff, or teachers on the preferred list, the Board shall weigh the following factors:
a. Certification
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4.
5.
b.
c.
d.
Related direct experience
Such other factors as may be relevant
Seniority in the school District within the reacher's tenure area
In the event that factors a, b, and c are relatively equal, then factor d shall govern the
applicant selected.
Existing staff and teachers on the preferred list will be given preference with respect to all
other applicants with equal qualifications.
Teachers will not be deprived of any professional advantage when transferred.
6. The decision regarding the filling of the position will be communicated in writing to the
applicant. Specific reasons for the rejection will be provided verbally and/or in writing per
teacher request.
7. Any job, vacancy, position or opportunity which is opened during the months of July and
August must be posted in each school and a copy of said position sent to the following
Association personnel:
President
Grievance Chairperson
First Vice-President
High School Vice-President
Middle School Vice-President
Elementary Vice-President
The ten (10) days for application will be extended to fifteen (15) days from the date of the
postmark on letters sent to the above Association personnel. Between August 15 and the start
of the school year, notice of the above opening(s) need only be posted in each school
building. If a new employee is hired pursuant to said posting before the start of the school
year, that employee's specific assignment shall be tentative pending the completion of the
application process available to existing staff pursuant to the procedures of Article XXI.
Such process must be initiated no later than the first Friday after school starts.
8. Any unit member may file with the District on a yearly basis notification of his/her desire to
transfer into an area in which he/she is certified. During the summer recess, the teacher will
provide the District with a stamped self-addressed envelope and shall be notified by direct
mail of all vacancies in his/her area of interest.
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ARTICLE XXI -Il\TVOLUNTARY TRAN'SFERS
A.
B.
Dermition - A transfer is a change of assignment requiring a teacher to work in a building in which
the teacher is not currently assigned or a change of subject assignment exclusive of level assignments
within a subject area. Staff serving in a vertical K-12 tenure area shall not be subject to this
definition.
Purpose - Both parties agree that involuntary transfers will be made only when necessary and in the
best interest of the District. Both parties recognize the right of the Board to reassign staff in the best
interest of students and the educational program and also at the same time recognize the right of the
teachers to equitable treatment. These assignments will be made in accordance with Educational
Law, Rules and Regulations of the Commissioner of Education and this Agreement.
C. Consultation with Teacher - The Superintendent of Schools or the Superintendent's designee shall
consult with a teacher being considered for a transfer prior to the date of notification of the transfer.
If, at the time of this consultation, the teacher objects to the transfer, the teacher may request that the
Superintendent or the Superintendent's designee schedule a mutually-agreed upon second meeting.
At this second meeting the teacher has the right to be present and to be represented by the
Association or any other representative that the teacher so desires. If the teacher or the teacher's
representative fails to request to meet with the Superintendent of Schools or the Superintendent's
designee within two weeks after the first consultation, said transfer or reassignment will be effected
without further regard to this Article.
D. List of Openings - A list of open positions in the school system will be available to all teachers
affected by this Article. When a choiCe of positions is }X)ssible,each teacher will be given the
opportunity to indicate an order of preference. The Superintendent of Schools will base a decision
upon the needs of the school District.
E. Teacher Wjshes - A responsible effort will be made to meet the wishes of teachers in these transfers
and to avoid repeated involuntary transfers.
F. NotulCation - Notification of involuntary transfer will be issued to the teacher as soon as possible
prior to the effective date of the transfer. If notification of transfer is ten (10) days or less prior to
the new assignment, the teacher and administrator involved will determine the amount of additional
compensated time necessary for adequate preparation.
G. No tenured teachers will be involuntarily transferred outside of their tenure area.
H. If teachers are to be involuntarily transferred, they will be involuntarily transferred under the
following guidelines:
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2.
3.
4.
1. No teacher with twenty (20) or more years of seniority will be transferred before a teacher
with less than twenty (20) years of seniority.
No teacher with sixteen (16) to nineteen (19) years of seniority will be transferred before a .
teacher with less than sixteen (16) years of seniority.
No teacher with eleven (11) to fifteen (15) years of seniority will be transferred before a
teacher with less than eleven (11) years of seniority.
Teachers with less than eleven (11) years of seniority will be considered first for involuntary
transfers.
If there is no teacher certificated for a position that requires an involuntary transfer, teachers may be
assigned to teach no more than one class outside of their certificated area. Teachers to be assigned
for this purpose will be chosen first from the 0-11 year seniority band. If there are insufficient
numbers of teachers in the 0-11 year seniority band, then teachers may be assigned from the 11-15
seniority band to one class per day outside of their certificated area. If more teachers are still needed
for this type of assignment, the same process shall apply to the next band.
1. Priority of Transfers - When involuntary transfers or reassignments are necessary, equally qualified
volunteers will be transferred or reassigned first. Teachers' area of competence, their major field of
study, and their rights to equitable treatment will be among the governing factors with regard to these
transfers.
ARTICLE xxn - TEACHER EVALUATION
A.
B.
Responsibility - The evaluation of a teacher's perfonnance is a responsibility of the administration.
Principles - The following adopted principles will be in effect:
1 All monitoring observation of the work perfonnance of a teacher will be conducted openly
and with full knowledge of the teacher.
2. It is acknowledged that administrators have the right to informally observe teachers.
3. It is understood that unit members participating in any peer related activity including, but not
limited to peer coaching, peer observation, peer collaboration and mentoring, will not be
involved in the evaluation of teachers.
4. Teachers will receive a copy of each evaluation document referenced in this agreement and
will have the opportunity to discuss the document privately with the administrator involved.
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
c.
Only administrators shall be used to evaluate teachers.
Any complaint regarding a teacher made to the administration by any parent, student or other
person will be promptly called to the teacher's attention if it is to be used in evaluation or
summary report or if it is to be placed in the teacher's file, or in any other case where it
would be of benefit to resolve a situation that affects the instructional process.
No teacher will be disciplined, reprimanded, reduced in rank or compensation, deprived of
any professional advantage without just cause. This section does not apply to the granting of
tenure.
The Annual Professional Perfonnance Review Plan (hereinafter APPR) is an integral part of
this Article, attached as Appendix 1, and will be applied fairly and equitably to each teacher.
An overall rating on the summary evaluation of "meets criteria" will not be subject to
arbitration unless it contains derogatory or inaccurate statements.
10. The administrator responsible for each teacher's performance review will be indicated prior
to October 15 at the goal setting conference.
11. Mutually agreed upon goals will be established between teacher and administration in
accordance with the Pearl River School District goals.
Evaluation Procedures
2.
1. Purposes of Teacher Evaluation:
a.
b.
c.
d.
To provide direction for professional growth.
To promote the achievement of students' academic and social potential.
To attain District, school curriculum and/or program objectives.
To provide each teacher with a regular assessment of his/her performance.
To obtain data for administrative decisions regarding retention, tenure, and
assignment.
e.
Criteria for Evaluating Teacher Perf onnance:
a. Instructional Skills:
(1) The teacher's demonstration of an appropriate use of the principles of
learning.
The teacher's ability to develop and to maintain positive rapport with
youngsters.
(2)
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b.
3.
(3) The teacher's ability to work with both groups and individual students to
promote studentprogress in learning.
The teacher's lmowledge of subject matter areas that are related to his/her
particular assignment.
The teacher's ability to plan, develop, and implement both long and short-
term learning activities related to the attainment of individualand District
objectives.
(4)
(5)
Individual Growth:
(1) The teacher's participation in continuous self-assessment, demonstration of
professional growth, and a willingness to alter his/her behavior as the need
becomes apparent.
The teacher's achievement of suggestions, strategies, and expectations.(2)
c. Organizational Commitment:
(1)
(2)
The teacher's ability to meet promptly a variety of deadlines and to fulfill
commitments in the highest professional manner.
The teacher's participation in program development and in the evaluation of
that program.
The teacher's ability to w~rk cooperatively with parents, fellow teachers, and
administrators to attain both personal and District objectives.
(3)
Method of Evaluation
a. All probationary teachers will be evaluated in accordance with Section C.4 below.
b. Permanent substitutes and part-time teachers will be evaluated by the procedures that
apply to first year probationary teachers proportionally to their actual workday.
Each teacher who is not in a required observation option as per sections C.3.c.(2),
C.5.d or D of this article will select one of the following professional development
options by October 1 of every other year:
c.
Observation option
Collaboration option
Individual project
Peer observation
On alternating years the Professional Development Record Sheet will be
submitted to satisfy this Article.
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4.
5.
1)
2)
The teacher and the administrator will mutually agree upon the professional
development options and goals.
Tenured teachers must select the observation option at least once every
four years. However, if after consultation with a tenured teacher, an
administrator deems it necessary to monitor the teacher's performance
more closely, the teacher may be required to enter the formal observation
option at that time. Written notification will be provided that specifies the
areas of needed improvement and includes suggestions and recommended
strategies for achieving such improvement.
Procedures for Probationary Teachers:
a. Each probationary teacher will complete the form contained in Appendix 2A in
preparation for meeting with hislher evaluator between September 15 and October 15
to develop suggestions, strategies, and expectations for that teacher.
Probationary teachers will be observed at least three (3) times by March 1 of each
year. At least one of these yearly observations' shall be completed by the building
principal.
A central office administrator will make a minimum of one informal classroom
observation of all teachers eligible for tenure.
No later than May 15 of each probationary year, the teacher will be presented with a
summary performance evaluation, which will include suggestions, strategies and
expectations for the following school year.
The deadlines for each step in the evaluation process for probationary teachers is as
follows:
b.
c.
d.
e.
October 15
December 19
March 1
March 1
March 13
Goal setting
At least two formal obseIVations
At least one additional observation
Observation of or by at least one peer
Recommendations submitted to Superintendent of Schools for all
teachers eligible for tenure and for all other probationary teachers.
Notification in writing to all probationary teachers regarding
employment status for the coming year.
April 1
Procedures for Tenured Teachers in the Observation Option
a. Tenured teachers will participate in the obseIVation option at least once every four (4)
years.
Tenured teachers will be observed at least once during the observation option in
accordance with Section C.6 below.
b.
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6.
c. No later than May 15 of each year the tenured teacher in the observation option will
be presented with a summary performance evaluation.
Teachers whose summary performance evaluation reads ttdoes not meet criteria" will
be placed in the observation option each year until such time as the teacher's
summary evaluation reads "meets criteria." Each summary performance evaluation
will include suggestions, strategies, and expectations for the subsequent school year.
d.
Observation Procedure
a. The following applies to all probationary teachers and tenured teachers in the
observation option.
The building principal shall be responsible for seeing that the required minimum
number of formal classroom observation reports are made.
Formal Classroom Observation
b.
c.
(1) The fonnal classroom observation represents an important source of
information for assessing a teacher's performance.
A formal classroom observation is one that is held on either an announced or
unannounced basis, is a minimum of twenty (20) minutes in duration, and is
followed by both a formal conference and a written Observation Report (copy
attached as Appendix 3).
The formal conference between the administrator and the teacher should be
initiated by the former and should be held within five (5) teaching days of the
visit unless otherwise agreed upon by both parties.
The written observation report will be given to the teacher within ten (10)
school days of the observation and should include some of the specific
background information relevant to the observation. Types of information
that should be included in the report are the day of the week and the time and
length of the visit, a general assessment of the student group in terms of
academic ability and social maturity, the number of students in the class, and
any other significant factors that have a probable bearing on the performances
of either the teacher or the students. The written observation report also will
include a statement of instructional strengths and weaknesses observed, as
well as suggestions, strategies, and expectations for improving future
performance, should these be relevant. The report will include the notation
"meets criteria" or "does not meet criteria. "
The written observation report will be submitted for the record by the
administrator.
The report will be signed by the teacher merely to indicate having read the
report and having received a copy of the report.
The teacher may submit a personal written statement to be attached to the
observation report. Such a statement from the teacher should be submitted
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
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7.
within twenty (20) teaching days of the date on which the teacher signed the
original observation report.
Summary Penonnance Evaluation
a. A Summary Performance Evaluation for all probationary teachers and tenured teachers in
the observation option will be completed by the assigned evaluator (attached as Appendix
4).
b. The administrator may utilize sources of infonnation in addition to the formal classroom
observation in writing this evaluation. These sources include informal observations
during the year, review of past teacher reports, and analysis of feedback regarding the
teacher from other administrative personnel, parents, and students. The administrator
will be expected to exercise the highest professional judgment and the utmost discretion
when using infonnation obtained from secondary sources.
c. All summary performance evaluations will include a summary statement which indicates
that the teacher meets or does not meet criteria as described in Section C-2, "Criteria for
Evaluating Teacher Performance. "
d. The teacher may submit a written response to be attached to the summary performance
evaluation and to be included in the teacher's pennanent personnel file. Such a written
response should be submitted within twenty (20) teaching days of the date on which the
teacher signed the original evaluation or on which the conference was held, whatever
event occurs the latest.
e. At the request of either the teacher or the administrator, a meeting will be held between
the teacher and administrator between April 1 and May 15 to discuss the contents of the
summary performance evaluation. If the summary perfonnance evaluation contains the
rating "does not meet criteria," the teacher and the administrator must meet.
f. The finalized document will be presented by May 15.
8. Procedures for Tenured Teachers in a Non-Observation Option
a. Each tenured teacher who is not in a required observation option will select a professional
performance option in accordance with Appendix 1 (APPR Plan).
b. The teacher will complete Sections A through D of their individual Annual Performance
Review (Appendix 2) specifying the option selected, the planned activity and the method
of implementation. The completed fonn will be submitted to the designated evaluator by
October 1 every other year.
c. Activities may be selected from those listed in APPR plan (Appendix 1). Activities not
on the list may be approved by the designated evaluator.
d. If the evaluator has any questions regarding the individual professional perfonnance plan,
he/she will meet with the teacher before October 15.
e. Any modifications must be mutually agreed upon by October 15.
f. Appendix 2A will be signed by the evaluator and returned to the teacher by October 15.
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D.
g. If there are concerns about a collaboration, an individual project, or peer observation
option, the teacher or evaluator may request a mid-year meeting by January 31. At such
time, the teacher will modify the project in accordance with the options specified in the
APPR (Appendix 1).
h. The teacher will record his/her results/conclusions of the year's goals or project on
Section F of their individual APPR (Appendix 2A), which will be submitted to the
evaluator by May 15.
1. The evaluator will return a signed copy of the form to the teacher by June 1.
Teacher Improvement Plan
1. If a teacher's summary performance is evaluated as "does not meet criteria," the District will
provide remediation for at least one calendar year to attempt to improve the teacher's
performance. If the building level intervention fails to improve the teacher's performance to
"meets criteria," the Superintendent may require the development of a Teacher Improvement
Plan.
2. The plan will be developed by the District in consultation and agreement with such teacher.
3. A union representative will be present unless the teacher refuses such representation.
4. The plan may include:
a. Three (3) formal observations with pre and post conferences and written
documentation (a teacher may request a second administrator to perform an
observation)
Informal observations
Conferences and strategy sessions on a regular basis
Classroom observations and conferences with a team of teachers selected by the
PRTA
Assistance from colleagues
b.
c.
d.
e.
5. No activity outside the workday and/or the work year may be required as part of the Teacher
Improvement plan. However, such activities may be included in the plan if they are mutually
agreed to by the teacher and the administrator.
6. The district may keep a teacher on the teacher improvement plan until he/she achieves "meets
criteria" on the summary performance evaluation.
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E. Portfolios
1. Teachers who are required to maintain a IX>rtfolioin accordance with Part 100.2(b) of the
Regulations of the Commissioner of Education, may choose any items from the following list
for inclusion:
. Classroom observation reports
. Sample lesson plans
. Samples of student work
. Samples of ~tudentassessment instruments
. Samples of teacher prepared materials
. Log of professional development activities
. Positive indications of growth
. Other materials as detennined by the teacher
2. The teacher may review the IX>rtfoliowith the evaluator or may be asked to submit the
portfolio to the evaluator for review by March 10. If it is submitted, it will be returned to the
teacher within twenty (20) working days. In either case, the evaluator will sign and date the
portfolio to confirm that it has been reviewed.
ARTICLE xxm - TEACHER FILES
A. Applicability of Article - "Teacher File" as used in this Article refers to all file material other than
pre-employment materials, whether kept at the administrative office or at the teacher's individual
school. All of this material is subject to the rules of this Article.
B. Maintenance - The maintenance of files for employees of the District is a proper function of the
Board.
c. Content - No material shaHbe placed in a teacher's fue after employment commences unless the
teacher has had an opportunity to read the material. Teachers must acknowledge that they have read
such material by affixing their signatures on the actual copy to be filed, with the understanding that
such signatures merely signify that they have read the material to be filed, not their agreement with
the content. This process must be completed within ten (10) school days or the material
automatically becomes part of the teacher's file with appropriate notation indicating a lapse of time
period. When something is entered into a teacher's file without the teacher's signature, a standard
notice will be sent to the teacher by registered mail. This notice will indicate what was entered and
when it was entered. The teacher will be able to sign the material and remove the notation.
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No anonymous material or hearsay infonnation shall be placed in teacher personnel files.
The teacher shall have the right to answer any material filed, and his answer shall be reviewed by the
Principal and/or Superintendent, as the case may be, and attached to the file copy.
The teacher shall have the right to include in his official file any information or materials which he
considers germane. This shall be reviewed by the Assistant to the Superintendent-Personnel and put
in the file.
An incident that has come to the attention of the administrator within twenty (20) school days of its
occurrence and has not been reduced to writing within ten (10) school days of that time may not be
added to the file. Should the above time limits not be observed, the incident can no longer be
referred to.
Any written material received regarding a teacher will be given to the teacher within five (5) school
days of receipt and may not be entered into the teacher's file any later than ten (10) school days after
the teacher has had an opportunity to read and sign it except as noted in Section C of this Article.
This includes material complimentary to a teacher. Unless specified to the teacher in writing, with
the material sent, that the material is to be entered into the file, the teacher need not return it signed
unless the teacher desires to have it put into the file according to the rules of this Article.
Teacher Access to FIles -Upon request by a teacher, the teacher will be given access to file material
except for pre-employment material, as soon as an appointment can be arranged. The teacher may
be accompanied by any person the teacher may desire during this review.
E. Right to Copy of FIles - Upon receipt of a written request, any teacher shall be furnished a
reproduction of any material in the teacher's files, except for pre-employment material, providing
that this does not require an excessive cost to the District. Excessive cost shall be defined as more
than ten dollars ($10) per year per teacher. Any additional copying shall be done at teacher expense.
F. A grievance may be filed as to whether material in a teacher's fIle is inaccurate and/or unfair. If
material is detennined to be inaccurate and/or unfair, it shall be removed from the teacher's file and
destroyed. If the document, or a portion of the document, is determined to be inaccurate and/or
unfair, any subsequent reference shall also similarly be removed from the teacher's file and
destroyed.
G. Personnel Privileged to See Files - The only people who shall have a right to see a teacher's file or
any material from said fue, other than the teacher or persons of the teacher's choice, shall be:
1. All Pearl River Central Office administrators and each principal, assistant principal and
supervisor who is directly responsible for the supervision of the individual staff members. (A
list of these personnel, their names and titles shall be provided to the P.R.T.A. Executive
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Council at their request in September of each year, or whenever there is a change in these
personnel.)
2. The confidential secretarial staff of the above designated administrators.
3. Members of the Board.
4. The Board's Legal Counsel in the perfonnance of hislher responsibility to the Board.
No student will have access to any teacher's file.
Nothing can be pennanently removed from a teacher's file except by consent of the teacher.
Each document entered into the teacher's file after the effective date of this contract shall be
numbered consecutively except for pre-employment material.
K. All documents, communications and records dealing with the processing of a grievance will be filed
at the administrative office separately from the personnel files of the aggrieved party.
ARTICLE XXIV - SALARIES A.l\i}) PROFESSIONAL COMPENSA TION AND EXPENSE
ALLOWANCE
A. Salary - The salary indices of all persons covered by this Agreement are set forth on Appendices 12
and 13, effective July 1, 2000. The base salaries for the life of this agreement are detailed in Section
"M" of this Article.
B. Method of Payment - All persons on the teacher's salary schedule will have the option of being paid
by the school District in. twenty-two (22) equal bi-weekly installments during the school year or
wenty-six (26) equal bi-weekly installments commencing in September of each year and running
through August of the following year, or in twenty-six (26) equal bi-weekly installments of which
twenty-one (21) will be paid during the school year and five (5) equal installments will be paid as a
lump sum the final day of school.
c. In-Service Credit - A teacher may be credited with up to ten (10) in-service credits. All such credits
will be granted at the discretion of the Superintendent of Schools.
D. Unapplied Credits - All post-Bachelor degree graduate credits not applied in earning a Masters
degree shall be credits on the salary schedule as an addition to the Masters degree salary credit.
Teachers applying for such credits shall provide transcripts or Vv'rittenverification from appropriate
institutions supporting their claims. Teachers in the District may have their salary adjusted if they
can show credits acceptable under this article.
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E. Regular Increments - A teacher shall receive increments each year based on the salary in effect for
that school year. No regular salary schedule increment may be withdrawn from an individual teacher
by action of the Board.
F.
G.
H.
1.
Graduate Credit
1. Graduate hours completed in summer school or during the school year and meeting the
criteria below will. be credited as of September 1 or February 1. The Board may withhold
payment of these increments until teachers furnish proof that a passing grade was earned in
each course. Such proof must be submitted by November 15 to take effect retroactively to
September 1 and by April 15 to take effect retroactively to February 1. (Graduate hours
equal semester hours; quarter hours shall equal 2/3 semester hours.)
2. Not more than twelve (12) hours of graduate credit will be accepted in anyone field not
directly related to the present teaching position, although up to twelve (12) hours can be
claimed at each of several fields. Six (6) of these credits may be claimed before reaching the
MA + 30 level and the remaining six between the MA + 30 and MA + 60 or Doctorate
level. Graduate credit hours submitted for salary credit are subject to review by the
Superintendent of Schools. A maximum of eighteen (18) hours of credit may be earned for
salary purposes for any year of full-time employment in the District.
3. All course work completed beyond the MA + 30, with the exception of six (6) credits as
defined in paragraph F.2 of this Article, will be reviewed and evaluated by the Superin-
tendent of Schools. Staff personnel placed on the MA + 45 and MA + 60 columns will
have been admitted to doctoral candidacy in an accredited institution or have planned
programs which indicate evidence of improving desirable skills which are in line with the
goals of the District. Wherever possible such planned programs shall be approved by the
Superintendent of Schools prior to their inception. Written guidelines in regard to courses
accepted for credit beyond the MA + 30 level will be developed by the administration and
distributed. These guidelines will be mailed to the teachers with opening school information.
Use of Teacher's Car - Teachers who use their own car on approved official business will be
reimbursed at the IRS rate. All claims for travel reimbursement shall be submitted to the business
office on forms provided by the Board.
Staff Obligations - No extra compensation will be awarded for attendance at staff meetings,
committee meetings, PT A meetings, or similar activities unless the staff members have been assigned
the supervision of students who are also attending these functions.
Salary Differentials - In the areas noted below individuals shall be paid as follows:
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$500 per school year for guidance counselors and high school deans (to compensate for
longer work day as arranged by counselors, deans, and administration).
$700 per school year for psychologists (to compensate for longer work day as arranged by
psychologists and administratIon).
J. Compensation for Extracurricular Activities
Non-stipend and approved extracurricular activity shall be compensated at the rate of $23.17 per
hour for school year 2000-01; $23.80 per hour for school year 2001-02; $24.45 per hour for school
year 2000-03; $25.12 for school year 2003-04; and $25.81 for school year 2004-05.
K. Coaching
1. Athletic coaches will be placed on the Coaches' Salary Schedule attached and made a part
hereof as Appendix 6. Coaches' salaries will be increased 2.3% for the 2000-01 school year;
incre4Sed by 2.7% for the 2001-02 school year; increased by 2.75% in the 2002-03 school.
year; incre4Sed by 2.75 % for the 2003-04 school year; and increased by 2.75 % for the 2004-
05 school year.
2. Coaching salaries will be paid in two (2) equal installments, during and at the end of the
assignment. These payments will be computed separately from the normal teacher
compensation and issuedin separatechecks. Coaches' final payment will not be made until
the supervisor has receivedand approveda year-endreport with all equipmentaccountedfor
and a signed evaluationof theirperformance.
3. The Board is committed to the philosophy that interscholastic athletics are an important aspect
of the total education program and will endeavor to provide adequate equipment and facilities
for each activity that is scheduled. If the number of hours to be SPent is eqn~li7.edfor the
coaches of male and female students in the same sport, the coach of the female students will
receive the same rate as the coach of the male students. The index schedule for coaches of
any new interscholastic athletic activity scheduled in the District during the life of this
Agreement shall be pro-rated with respect to the existing schedule.
4. No later than thirty (30) days after the end of a season, each coach will receive from the
supervisor an evaluation of his/her performance. As part of this evaluation, the supervisor
will notify the coach whether helshe will be recommended to coach that sport in the
subsequent season.
5. The evaluation procedure shall include, if detennined by the supervisor, the developing of
suggestions, strategies and expectations for the coach at the beginning of each coaching
season.
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6. In the event a vacancy results, the vacancy will be posted immediately as prescribed in
Article XXI, Section "B". Teachers will be given first consideration for such openings. Any
teacher who wishes to be considered for a vacancy that is posted during the summer will
provide the athletic director with a stamped, self-addressed envelope and shall be notified by
direct mail of all vacancies in hislher area of interest.
L. Extracurricular Stipends
2.
M.
1. Teachers performing extracurricular supervision based on assignments above and beyond the
regular teaching responsibilities will be placed on the Extracurricular Activity Stipend
Schedule or Single Athletic Event Schedule attached and made a part hereof as Appendices 7
and 8, respectively, and shall be compensated accordingly.
All extracurricular activities which receive a stipend will be paid in two equal installments,
during and at the end of the assignment. These payments will be computed separately from
the nonnal teacher compensation and issued in separate checks.
SaJary Schedule
1. The 2000-01 salary schedule is effective July 1, 2000 with a base salary of $35,846. The
actual salaries will be computed by multiplying the existing index by $35,846 on July 1, 2000
and adding in the attachment percent of the base.
2. The 2001-02 salary schedule is effective July 1, 2001 with a base salary of $36,814. The
actual salaries will be computed by multiplying the existing index by $36,814 on July 1, 2001
and adding in the attachment percent of the base.
3. The 2002-03 salary schedule is effective July 1, 2002 with a base salary of $37,826. The
actual salaries will be computed by multiplying the existing index by $37,826 on July 1, 2002
and adding in the attachment percent of the base.
4. The 2003-04 salary schedule is effective July 1, 2003 with a base salary of $38,866. The
actual salaries will be computed by multiplying the existing index by $38,866 on July 1, 2003
and adding in the attachment percent of the base.
5. The 2004-05 salary schedule is effective July 1, 2004 with a base salary of $39,935. The
actual salaries will be computed by multiplying the existing index by $39,935 on July 1, 2004
and adding in the attachment percent of the base.
6. The base salary is BA Step 1. Step B will be calculated at 90% of its corresponding column
of Step 1. Step C will be calculated at 95 % of its corresponding column of Step 1.
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During contract years July 1, 2000 to June 30, 2002, new teachers employed after July 1,
2000 may be placed on Step B. Teachers hired on Step B shall move to Step C in their
second year and Step 1 in their third year.
During contract years July 1, 2002 to June 30, 2004, new teachers employed after July 1,
2002 may be placed on Step C. Teachers hired on Step C shall move to Step 1 in their
second year. Step C will be eliminated on June 30, 2004.
All staff placed on an alpha step (A, B or C) will be entitled to skip a step for each alpha
step, in future years accordingto the followingschedule:
An additional step increase will be grantedto any bargainingunit member no earlier than the
beginning of their S1b,g1b,and lQlhyear of Pearl River service,with the limit of one suchstep
increase for each alpha prestep the employeewas on and no more than one such stepincrease
in any given year. Each staff member hired on an alpha step will receive an individual
schedule stating the years when they will receive their additional steps. This individual
schedule. for receiving additional steps is binding on the District, regardless of future
contracts.
10. Starting in 2000-01, any employee hired on Step 1 or above will receive 90% of that step's
indicated salary in their first year; 92.5 % of the corresponding next step amount for their
second year; and 95 % of the correspo~ding next step for each subsequent year, until such
time that they achieve tenure in the District at which time they will receive 100% of that
step's indicated salary.
11. For the life of this contract (sunsets on June 30, 2005), District staff with 25 years of service
to the Pearl River School District shall receive a longevity payment of $400 annually after the
year they attain their 25thyear of service beginning July 1,2000. However, any teacher who
receives a longevity payment before July 1, 2005, will continue to receive it for every year
thereafter of service in the Pearl River School District.
7. The BA + 60 classification on the MA+ 15 column will be eliminated as a movement column
during 1979-80. Persons eligible for movement onto this column or on this column during 1979-
80 will continue to move vertically on this column, and they may move to the next column.
8. The BA + 30 column will be eliminated as movement column in 1983-84. Persons eligible for
movement onto this column or on this column during 1983-84 will continue to move vertically
on this column, and they may move to the next column. The MA +45 column will be eliminated
at the end of the 1985-86 school year. Persons eligible for movement onto this column or on this
column during 1985-86 will continue to move vertically on this column, and they may move to
the next column.
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9. The BA+45 column will be eliminated as a movement column effective July 1, 1986. Persons
currently on this column will continue to move vertically and may move to the next column.
10. The MA+75 column will be eliminated as a movement column in 1994-95. Those persons who'
are already on this column will continue to move vertically on the column.
11. The MA + 15 column shall only be accessible for staff employed prior to June 30, 1996. Persons
eligible for movement onto this column will continue to move vertically on this column and may
move to the next column.
In-Service Teaching and Professional Activities - These professional activities include curriculum
development, home teaching, Project Score and similar activities. District teachers asked to conduct
in-service programs will be paid at the rate of $31.79 per hour for school year 2000-01; $32.65 per
hour for school year 2001-02; and $33.55 for school year 2002-03; $34.47 for school year 2003-04;
and $35.42 for school year 2004-05 for teaching and preparation. One and one-half (1 1/2) hours of
preparation will be compensated for each hour of actual in-service instruction.
Chaperone Pay - A teacher charged with supervision of students for any school-sponsored activity
with overnight chaperoning responsibilities which has been approved by the Superintendent will be
paid according to Schedule A per 24-hour day except when the teacher is receiving regular teacher's
pay for the day and has overnight chaperoning responsibilities, the teacher will be paid according to
Schedule B per 24-hour day for the chaperoning.
Contract Year
2000-01
2001-02
2002-03
2003-04
2004-05
Schedule A
$127.88
$131.33
$134.94
$138.65
$142.46
Schedule B
$61.38
$63.03
$64.76
$66.54
$68.37
ARTICLE XXV - FRlNGE BE1\'EFITS
A. The Board will make available the New York State Government Employee Health Insurance
Program and the First Rehabilitation Insurance Company of America's Excess medical expense
insurance plan to all instructional staff and their dependents unless changed or modified, as provided
for in this Article. Instructional staff will be responsible for a portion of the premium cost.
Effective July 1, 2000, participating teachers will contribute 12.5 % of said premium. Effective July
1, 2001, participating teachers will contribute 13% of said premium. Effective July 1, 2002,
participating teachers will contribute 14% of said premium. Effective July 1, 2003, participating
teachers will contribute 14.5% of said premium. Effective July 1, 2004, participating teachers will
contribute 15% of said premium. Such contributions will be made either in a lump sum payment in
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September of each year or through paYroll deduction. Part-time and regular substitute teachers who
are employed 0.5 F.T.E. are eligible for these benefits and will contribute in the same manner.
B. Dental Insurance
Unit members will contribute toward the cost of the Delta dental insurance according to the following
schedule:
c.
D.
Contract Year
2000-01
200!-02
2002-03
2003-Q4.
2004-05
Percentage
3%
5%
7%
10%
15%
Withdrawal from Insurance Plam
1. Any person cU1Tentlyenrolled in a family health insurance plan and who desires to withdraw
from all District health insurance coverage shall be paid by the District a maximum of $2,000
per year on a pro rata basis in lieu thereof. Any person enrolled in a family health insurance
plan who desires to withdraw only from all health insurance coverage or any person who
desires to withdraw from dental insurance will receive a payment according to the following
formula:
$2000 minus [(District cost of retained benefitITotal District Benefit cost) times $2000]
In this formula, the District cost will be the premiums in effect on February liltof each school
year. In accordance with IRS regulations, teachers shall elect this benefit annually during the
flexible benefit enrollment period.
2. Payment will be made in June of each year and is contingent upon the teacher giving notice
in writing to the District. The pro rata payment shall be calculated from the first month the
insurance companies have stopped coverage through June 30 of each year.
3. Any person who withdraws may re-enroll by written notice to the District upon change of
personal life status and in accordance with the procedures established by the applicable
insurance companies.
Retiree Health Insurance
1. Individual Coverage - The Board shall pay up to 90% of the premium for the individual
medical insurance coverage provided to active teachers for retired teachers who retire(d) from
the District subsequent to July 1, 1990. To be eligible, such retirees must be receiving
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retirement benefits from the New York State Teachers Retirement System, be eligible to
receive such benefits, or if not eligible, be at least 55 years of age, and have elected
individual coverage.
Th~ following chart represents the percentage of premium that the Board shall annually
contribute based on years of service:
Pearl River School
District Service % of Premium
20 or more
19
18
17
16
15
5-14
90
87
84
81
78
75
50
2. The Board shall contribute 90 % of the cost of the individual health plan for those teachers
who retire during the contract period ending June 30, 2005. Those teachers retiring after the
expiration of this contract will only be entitled to the previous contract provisions as outlined
in Article XXVIC.1. Teachers who have retired prior to this agreement shall remain at the
previously agreed upon contribution rate.
3. Family Coverage - The Board shall pay up to 65% of the premium for the family medical
insurance coverage provided to active teachers for retired teachers who retire(d) from the
District subsequent to July 1, 1990. To be eligible such retirees must be receiving retirement
benefits from the New York State Teachers Retirement System, be eligible to receive such
benefits, or if not eligible, be at least 55 years of age and have elected family coverage.
The following chart represents the percentage of premium that the Board shall annually
contribute based on years of service:
Pearl River School
District Service
20 or more
19
18
17
16
15
5-14
% of Premium
65
62
58
54
50
46
43
38
E.
F.
G.
4. The Board shall contribute 80% of cost of the family health plan for those teachers who retire
during the contract period ending June 30, 2005. Those teachers retiring after the expiration
of this contract will only be entitled to previous contract provisions as outlined in Article
XXVI C.2. Teachers who have retired prior to this agreement shall remain at the previously
agreed upon contribution rate.
5. Nothing herein is intended to reduce the minimum contribution teachers are entitled to under
the Statewide Health Insurance Plan.
6. The Delta Dental insurance available to employees will also be made available to retirees at
their own cost.
Dental Plan - The Delta Dental Plan, or a comparable plan, shall be provided to all unit members.
Compensation for Damaged or Destroyed Property - The replacement or repair costs at the
depreciated value, for any clothing or other personal property that is damaged or destroyed during
the course of employment and which is not covered by personal insurance will be reimbursed by the
Board of Education when in excess of $100.00. This provision shall not pertain to any damages or
destruction that occur because of negligence of the teacher.
Physical Examination - The Board shall pay the difference between insurance reimbursement and
the cost of an annual physical to a yearly maximum of $100.00.
H. Tax Sheltered Annuities and Payroll Deductions -Members of the negotiating unit may participate
in the tax sheltered annuity program and Association sponsored Life Insurance and/or other group
benefit programs. The Board shall administer these programs at no expense to the individual teacher
or the Association.
1. The Board will allow members of the P.R.T.A. access to the Flexible Benefit Plan (cafeteria) for the
purposes allowable under IRS regulations.
J. The Board will provide $36,000 in school year 2000-01; $36,000 in school year 2001-02; $36,000 in
school year 2002-03; and $36,000 in school year 2003-2004 to a health and welfare fund established
and administered by the Association.
ARTICLE XXVI - DIJFS DEDUCTION
A. Authorization - The Board agrees to the deduction from the salaries of its employees in the
instructional staff negotiating unit, the dues as authorized by the individual teacher. Such monies
will be transmitted to the Association within five (5) working days after the end of each pay period.
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Method of Deduction - Deduction referred to in Section" An above shall be made in the following
manner: The total annual membership dues for those designated professional associations, authorized
as mentioned above in sixteen (16) equal installments beginning with the second pay period in
October and then from the next fifteen (15) consecutively scheduled paychecks or six (6) equal .
installments starting with the second pay period in October. No later than two (2) weeks prior to the
second scheduled paycheck in October, the Association shall provide the Board with a list and the .
original signed dues authorization cards of those employees who have voluntarily authorized the
Board to deduct dues for the Association.
Dues Deduction Form - Teacher authorizations shall be in writing in the form set forth and attached
as Appendix 9.
Withdrawal of Authorization - An employee may withdraw authorization at any time by written
notice received by the Board at least two (2) weeks prior to the effective pay period.
VOTE/COPE Deduction - The Board agrees to the deduction from the salary of its employees in
the instructional staff negotiating unit, contributions for VOTE/COPE. A copy of the authorization
for VOTE/COPE deductions is attached as Appendix 10. The payroll deductions to be made to the
NYSUT VOTElCOPE will be forwarded to the Association VOTE/COPE chairperson by the
District as deductions are made. The District shall provide the names of the contributors and the
amount of each individual contribution.
F. ~"YSUTWelfare BeneiIt Fund - Payroll deduction shall be provided for payments to the NYSUT
Benefit Fund for teachers who submit voluntary authorizations for such deductions.
G. The District shall provide direct deposit of paychecks.
ARTICLE xxvn - ON TIlE JOB INJ(JRY
A. Compensation for Absence - Whenever teachers are absent from school as a result of a personal
injury caused by an assault or an accident arising out of and in the course of their employment and
compensable under New York State Workers' Compensation, they shall receive full salary and
benefits for the period of absence up to two (2) years less those benefits paid by Workers'
Compensation and/or Social Security that are intended to cover lost wages.
B. Physiciants Recommendation - The individual's personal physician may submit a recommendation
to the chief school physician. The school physician shall recommend to the Board the amount of
time allowable for the period of such absence subject to adjudication by the Workers' Compensation
Board or payment by the Compensation insurance carrier, or payment through self-funding of .
Compensation obligations.
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Any teacher whose disability extends beyond the compensation period may be granted a leave of
absence without pay for such time as is necessary for complete recovery from such disability.
Teachers on extended disability leave will continue to be provided with the fringe benefits in this
agreement, as well as the rights contained in Article XXXI, Sections G, H and I of this Agreement.
ARTICLE xxvm - EARLY RETIREMENT INCE.~1IVEITERl\fiNAL LEAVE BENEFIT
A. There will be an early retirement incentive of 60% of final year contractual salary or $58,000
whicheveris less. It will be offered as follows:
B.
c.
D.
1. A teacher who is 55 or older with ten (10) years of service in the Pearl River School District,
and who gives notice by November 15, 2000, may elect to retire either by August 31, 2001,
or by August 31, 2002.
All other teachers who first become eligible (age 55 and ten (10) years of service in the Pearl
River School District) shall give notice by November 15th of the school year first eligible of
their intent to retire by August 31st of that school year. All retirements from the District
under this provision shall be deemed to occur on June 301h.
OR
Any teacher, who is under the age of 55 with ten (10) years of service in the Pearl River
School District and who achieves 35 years of credited service in the New Yark State
Teachers Retirement System before August 31stof any calendar year up through August 31,
2005, and who gives notice by November 15thof that school year, may retire between June
30thand August 31stof that same calendar year in which the 351hyear of service was credited.
2.
3. The letter of intent is irrevocable. There will be no exceptions to the above criteria.
4. This provision sunsets as of June 30, 2005.
No one may receive the early retirement incentive and the tenninalleave benefit. Anyone who does
not avail themselves of the incentive may receive the tenninalleave benefit, provided they meet the
criteria and notice requirements in Section C and Section D of this article.
To be eligible for terminal leave pay benefits a teacher must be:
1.
2.
at least 55 years of age;
have at least 20 years of credited service in the New York State Retirement System; and
have at least 10 years of service in the Pearl River School District.3.
Teachers must elect the terminal leave pay benefit no later than January 1st in the calendar year in
which retirement takes place, and tenninalleave shall be paid on or about December 20th of the
same calendar year.
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If a teacher meets the above requirements, the following tennina1leave payments will be paid:
Servicein Pear] River *Terminal Pay BenefitEntitlement
1) 20 yearsor more 40 times teacher's per diemrate in year of retirement
2) at least 15 years 30 times teacher's per diemrate
3) at least 10years 20 times teacher's per diem rate
(per diem rate is 1/184 of annual salary in school year of retirement.)
A teacher may convert the sum of money he/she is entitled to from this Article to individual or
family medical insurance coverage beyond the contribution made by the District for retirees. The
teacher shall sign an ~areement with the District at the time of retirement, indicating the selection of
the health insurance option and the amount to be used to offset the retiree's contribution.
ARTICLE XXIX - SICK LEA VE
A. General Provisions - Regular sick leave and major illness or injury sick leave at full salary for one
(1) school year not to exceed 184 days shall be granted to all tenured members of the instructional
staff negotiating unit.
Probationary teachers shall receive thirty (30) days sick leave for ~ch of their probationary years
accumulating any unused portion each year up to their appointment to tenure.
Part-time teachers shall receive thirty (30) days sick leave per year.
B. DlnessReport - A Personal or Family TIlnessReport (attached as Appendix 11) will be completed by
each teacher upon return to teaching duties following an absence for personal or family illness. The
completed report will be submitted to the building principal.
c. Doctor's Certificate Requirement - Teachers absent for more than five (5) consecutive working
days due to personal illness may be requested to submit a doctor's certificate explaining the nature of
the illness upon return to duty.
D. Extended Dlness - Any teacher whose personal illness extends beyond the compensation period may
be granted leave of absence without pay for such time as is necessary for complete rfXX)veryfrom
such illness. Upon return from such leave a teacher will be assigned in accordance with Article
XXXI, Section G, Extended Leaves. Teachers on extended illness leave will continue to be provided
with the fringe benefits in this Agreement.
E. Major Dlness or Injury Sick Leave Allowance - Absence due to illness or injury of up to four (4)
consecutive weeks shall be considered regular sick leave, and absence in excess of four (4)
consecutive weeks shall be considered major illness or injury sick leave and shall be available as
provided for in Section A of this Article, only upon the following conditions:
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A teacher absent for more than four (4) consecutive weeks may be required to submit to an
examination(s) by a doctor of the District's choice. The cost of such examination(s) shall be
borne by the District.
Any teacher who is on major illness or injury sick leave shall be under the continuing care of
a licensed physician practicing within the scope of hislher specialty.
Any teacher who is absent on paid sick leave for one (1) full work year shall, upon return to service
and for the next three (3) years, revert to the 3O-day provision as provided above for probationary
teachers. Following this three-year period the sick leave provision provided for in Section A of this
Article shall again apply.
F.
Teachers may use up to three (3) days of sick leave for family illness covering parents, children,
grandparents and persons living in the teacher's household. If this benefit substantially increases sick
leave utilization, not including extended sick leave days, this benefit will terminate at the expiration
of the Agreement. .
G.
ARTICLE XXX - TEMPORARY LEAVES OF ABSENCE
A. Guaranteed Leaves of Absence - Each member of the instructional staff shall be entitled to the
following temporary leaves of absence with pay each year:
1. Personal Leave - Three (3) days' leave with pay for personal reasons shall be allowed each
member of the instructional staff in accordance with this section. The intent of the Board and
Association is that these leave days be used for personal business that cannot be attended to
on a day or time other than a school day. These days are to be granted to staff who check on
the District fonn that the day(s) being taken are personal. No reasons will be required or
asked for.
2. Religious Leave - If not included in the calendar as days on which school is not in session,
those who observe the three (3) holy days, Rosh Hashanah (2 days) and Yom Kippur (1 day)
will be given these days as temporary leave days with pay in addition to the three (3) personal
leave days.
3. Legal Proceedings - Time necessary for appearance in any legal proceeding where
attendance is involuntarily required for teacher, wife/husband, son or daughter shall be
considered as temporary leave with pay in addition to the aforementionedpersonal leave
days.
4. Bereavement Leave - In case of each death in his or her immediate family (parent or legal
guardian, wife, husband, child or children, brother, sister, mother-in-law, father-In-Jaw)
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brother-in-law, sister-in-law, daughter-in-law, son-in-law, grandparents, grane.
parent and foster child) or any person residing in the household of the teache'
death through the day after the funeral will be allowed as temporary lea'
Consideration will also be given for granting an extension of this leave for ~
Shiva.
5. Military Duty - Temporary leave will be granted to members of the Nati:
Military Reserve units called for training or temporary active duty not to excc
school days at anyone time. On such temporary leave, salary will continue I
of salary and allowances received by the teacher from the military. Absen
fifteen (15) school days will be considered as extended leave. Application for
leave will be made on the form available from the Superintendent of Schools.
B. Procedure in Connection with Guaranteed laves of Absence
Stipulation in Writing - Stipulation of the type of guaranteed leave being taken ..
Article should be given to the building principal in writing either one day before thr.
or in the event of emergency, as soon as possible thereafter. The form to be uS(
Appendix 6. If a teacher requires a temporary leave day with pay for any reason oth,
which guaranteed leave is to be granted, the teacher will request this temporary Ie<.'
the proper fonn to the building principal. In the event of an emergency, the b',
should be contacted personally or by phone. The decision of the building principe..
the granting of such a leave may be appealed to the Superintendent of Schools or :
ent's designee and/or through the grievance procedure.
C. Additional Discretionary Leaves of Absence
1. Additional Personal Leave - Additional days of leave of absence for ~'
beyond the three (3) days allowed may be granted at the discretion of the S
Schools with or without pay when warranted.
~ld, fos~
.he day
~lith p,
'!"vance
Guard ~
~ ( . '~teen . .:"
_1e arnot::'
:>nger th~_
~1extendo.
..:ant to this
'Ie is taken,
attached as
,-~ those for
writing b:~
g princi p(~
respect
~"
.lperintenc
.al rease:'
,
:~ndent
Additional Bereavement Leave - In the event of the death of relatives :~; ~~anthe
referred to in Section A-4 of this Article, leave may be granted in the ever.,
~
th~ death
other relatives or close friends. The teacher may apply for such bereaveIT.. .~ve to :,
building principal, and, if granted, this will not be considered as personalle.2.:: ~ut as ace
tiona! temporary leave with pay. The appeal provision to the Superintendent :,):'Schools v.'
apply.
2.
D. Association Responsibility -The Association will educate its members as to the spirit of the persoL
leave policy.
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ARTICLE XXXI -EXTENDED LEAVE OF ABSENCE
A.
B.
Military Leave - A leave of absence without pay will be granted to any teacher who is inducted or
enlisted into any branch of the Armed Forces of the United States. Upon return from such leave
teachers will be placed on the step of the salary schedule which they would have achieved had they
remained actively employed in the system during the period of their absence up to four (4) years.
This section is subject to the Military Services and Training Act as amended.
Pregnancy Leave - A pregnant employee will be treated the same as any other employee disabled
for any other medical reason insofar as sick leave benefits are concerned. A teacher shall notify the
Superintendent of Schools no later than six (6) months after the pregnancy has definitely been de-
termined. The teacher may work until the teacher and her physician determine she is unable to
perfonn her duties. The teacher's physician will notify the Superintendent, in writing, that the
teacher is disabled. This notification shall be given five (5) calendar days in advance of the
beginning of the disability leave except in the case of emergency.
When it is anticipated that the teacher is able to return to work, she should make every effort to
notify the Superintendent in writing of the date of return and also provide a written statement from
her physician supporting her intended return.date.
A pregnant employee has the right to use such sick leave benefits as stipulated in Article XXX
"SICK LEA VB. "
C. Child Care ~ve - The teacher will be granted upon written application to the Superintendent, a
child care leave without pay, for up to two (2) years after the teacher's physician detennines the
teacher is no longer disabled or on expiration of sick leave, whichever is earlier. This tentative
notice of intent to take an unpaid child care leave will be given to the District two (2) months prior to
the anticipated commencement of the leave. The notice may be rescinded in the event of
extraordinary circumstances. If the teacher wishes to be granted more time, an application for
extension may be granted at the discretion of the Board.
D. Adoption Leave - A teacher will be granted an adoption leave without pay, for up to two (2) years,
upon application in writing to the Superintendent of Schools thirty (30) calendar days prior to the
date of such leave. If the teacher wishes an extension, the provisions of Section C above will be
followed.
E. UnspeciIled Leave - Upon recommendation of the Superintendent of Schools, the Board may grant
up to one (1) year's leave of absence without pay for reasons not heretofore specified. All non-
childcare anticipated unpaid leave requests must be made to the Superintendent of Schools by May lit
in the school year for which the leave is requested. All requests for extended leaves will be applied
for and acted upon in writing.
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F.
G.
Return from Unpaid Leave
1. Any teacher who returns after two (2) or more years of unpaid leave, may be required to attend
the summer new teacher symposium without compensation. The hours of the symposium may be
applied to professional development hours.
2. Notice of return from any unpaid leave, including child care leave, must be given by May 1stfor
return on or before September 30th, and by November 1stfor return on February 1st. For any
other return between September 30thand June 3(Yh,a minimum notice of 90 days must be given
to the District. .
3. Unless specified, at the time the leave is requested, a return after April 1~ will be at the
discretion of the Superintendent of Schools.
Assignment on Return
1. If a teacher on leave is excessed due to being least senior in the tenure area, the teacher will
be placed on the preferred list.
2. When a full-time teacher returns from leave during the school year on a date other than the
beginning of the school year, the Board will assign the teacher to a full-time position of
which at least 0.8 F.T.E. is within an area in which the individual holds certification. The
following school year the teacher will be restored to the same position the teacher held prior
to being on leave, subject to Article XXI, Section G, unless excessed.
3. If the teacher returns from leave at the beginning of the school year, the teacher will be
restored to the same position the teacher held prior to being on leave, subject to Article XXI,
Section G.
H. Beneirts on Return - All benefits to which a teacher had been entitled at the time leave commenced
will be restored upon return. However, if the benefit no longer exists, it will not be granted.
1. Tenure Credit - Probationary teachers shall not receive credit toward tenure for periods of
extended leaves of absence. This does not apply to subsection "B" of this Article.
J. Requests - All requests for extended leaves will be applied for and acted upon in writing.
ARTICLE XXXII - SABBATICAL LEA VES
A. Sabbatical leave may be granted to up to one (1) percent of the Instructional Staff Negotiating Unit
per year.
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Teachers will have the option of taking:
1. a full year sabbaticalle4ve;
2. a half year sabbatical leave;
3. a summer sabbatical leave for three (3) consecutive summers.
In determining the number of teachers eligible to receive sabbaticals, two (2) half-year sabbaticals
equal one (1) full-year sabbatical. Three (3) summer sabbaticals equal one (1) full-year sabbatical.
B. Eligibility - Any tenure teacher will be eligible to apply for such sabbatical leave.
C. Procedure - Sabbatical leaves may be granted for the purpose of professional study, travel, research
or writing or activity. Applications shall be in writing and shall be submitted to the Superintendent
of Schools by February 15th, prior to the year such leave is requested. The Association will receive
a list of all applicants by February 20th. All applicants will be notified not later than April 1 as to
whether they have been granted sabbatical leave.
D. In selecting applicants for sabbatical leave, the gre4test consideration shall be given to those teachers
who have the greatest number of years of service in the District.
E. Flnancial Policies - Compensation for staff members granted a sabbatica11eave shall be based on the
following:
Years in
District
5 years
6 or more
Additional Service
Obligation
2 years
1 year
~
100%
100%
1. Teachers on summer sabbaticals will be paid on the 1st pay day in September of each year
the teacher is on sabbatical an amount equal to 1/5 of the teacher's annual salary that is in
effect July 1st of that year.
2. Teachers on half-year sabbaticals will be paid 1/2 of their annual salary while on sabbatical
leave.
3. Service requirement is not applicable to summer sabbaticals.
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4.
5.
6.
A tenn of sabbatical leave shall entitle an employee to an automatic salary schedule increment
at the beginning of the next full year following the return by the employee to service in the
system.
The regular sick leave and temporary leave policies shall apply to an employee on sabbatical
leave. The Superintendentof Schools must be notifiedpromptly of accidentor illness. This .
notice must be sent within ten (10) days after an accident and the beginning of an illness.
Upon request, evidence of such accident or illness must be provided for the Superintendent's
consideration.
A sabbatical leave granted to a regular employee of the professional staff shall also operate as
a leave of absence without pay from all other school activities.
7. While on leave a professional staff member shall participate in all benefits that are provided
for by the rules and regulations of the Board of Education.
8. The Board will allocate monies in the budget to provide for any sabbatical leaves that are
granted by the Board.
9. A summer sabbatical shall constitute 1/3 person on leave. A 1/2 year sabbatical shall
constitute 1/2 person on leave.
10. In approving a 3-summer sabbatiC2.l,applications need not be renewed each year.
11. If a summer sabbatical for a teacher has been approved and has been taken, no provision of
any subsequent contract shall restrict or reduce teachers' right to complete their program for
three (3) summers.
ARTICLE xxxm - GRIEVANCE PROCED1JRES
A. Declaration of Purpose
Since the establishment and maintenance of a harmonious and cooperative relationship between the
Board and its teachers is essential to the operation of the schools, it is the purpose and function of this
procedure to secure and assure, at the lowest possible administrative level, equitable and proper
treatment and solutions in the matter of differences, disputes, and grievances of teachers through
procedures contained in this article under which they may present differences, disputes, and
grievances free from coercion, interference, restraint, discrimination or reprisal, and by which the
Board and its teachers are afforded adequate opportunity to dispose of their differences without the
necessity of time-ronsuming and costly proceedings before administrative agencies and/or courts.
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B. DefmitioDS
2.
C.
1. A grievance shall mean any claimed violation, misinterpretation, or inequitable application of
any rules and regulations of the Board of Education, or of this agreement which relate to all
matters involving any aspect of the employment relationship.
The term Chief Executive Officer shall mean the Superintendent of Schools.
3. The term Supervisor shall mean any K-12 supervisor, principal, assistant principal,
immediate supervisor, or other administrativeor supervisoryofficer responsiblefor the area
in whichan allegedgrievancearises except for the Chief ExecutiveOfficer.
4. A~arieved party shall mean any person or persons in the Negotiation Unit that has a claimed
grievance.
5. Party in Interest shall mean the Board and the Grievance Committee of the Association and
any party named in a grievance who is not the a~arieved party.
6. Grievance Committee is the committee created and constituted by the Pearl River Teachers
Association.
7. The term Grievance Chairman shall mean the 2nd Vice President of the Association.
8. The term Representative shall mean the person designated by the a~arieved party, in writing
and signed by them, as their counselor to act in their behalf.
9. Workdays are designated here to mean those days from Monday through Friday, from the
first day of required teacher ~ttendance in September to the last day of required teacher
attendance in June, except those designated as national holidays.
Basic Principles
1. It is the intent of these procedures to provide for the orderly settlement of differences in a fair
and equitable manner. The resolution of a grievance at the earliest possible stage is
encouraged.
2. Nothing contained herein shall be construed as limiting the right of any member of the
Instructional Staff having a grievance to discuss and resolve the matter informally with the
immediate supervisor involved.
3. In the event that any grievance is adjusted without formal detennination, pursuant to this
procedure, while such adjustment shall be binding upon the aggrieved party and shall, in all
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
respects, be final, said adjustment shall not create a precedent or ruling that is binding upon
either of the parties to this agreement in future proceedings provided, however, that such
adjustment is consistent with Article xxxvn Miscellaneous.
A teacher shall have the right to be represented by the Association at any stage of the
procedures.
The Association has the right to initiate or appeal a grievance directly at stage 2 of the
procedure if:
a. A grievance affectstwo or more teachersby name;
b. A grievance directly involvesa decision made by the Chief ExecutiveOfficeror the
Board of Education.
All discussions shall remain confidential during procedural stages of the resolution of a
grievance.
It shall be the responsibility of the Chief Executive Officer and grievance chairperson to take
such steps as may be necessary to give force and effect to these procedures; Each
administrator or immediate supervisor shall have the responsibility to consider promptly each
grievance presented and make a determination within the time specified in these procedures.
Should the investigation or processing of any grievance require that the aggrieved party
andlor the grievance chairperson or the grievance chairperson I s designee be released from
their regular assignment, they shall be released without loss of payor benefits, provided that
this privilege is not abused.
9. Each party to a grievance shall have access to all written statements and records pertaining to
such case.
10. The Board and the Association agree to facilitate any investigation which may be required
and to make available documents, communications and records relevant to the alleged
grievance.
11. If any provision of this grievance procedure or any application thereof to any teacher or
group of teachers in the negotiation unit shall be finally determined by any court to be
contrary to law, then such provision or application shall not be deemed valid and subsisting
except to the extent permitted, but all other provisions or applications will continue in full
force and effect.
12. If any teacher for whom a grievance is sustained shall be found to have been unjustly
suspended or terminated, the teacher shall be reinstated with reimbursement of compensation
lost, less any salaries or wages received from any temporary employment in place of the
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D.
teaching position or unemployment benefits received during the period of suspension or
termination except as an arbitrator shall award in accordance with Section E, Procedures, at
stage 3, of this Article.
TJD1eLimits
1. Since it is important to good relationships that grievances be processed as rapidly as possible,
every effort will be made by all parties to expedite the process. The time limits specified for
either party may be extended only by written mutual 'agreement.
2. No grievance will be entertained as described below, and such grievance will be deemed
waived unless the grievance is forwarded at the first available stage within 60 calendar days
after the a&:,arievedparty knew or reasonably should have known of the act or condition on
which the grievance is based.
3. If a grievance that is not resolved at one stage is not brought to the next stage of the
procedure within the specified time limit prescribed in Section D-2 of this Article, the
grievance will be deemed to be discontinued, and further appeal under this Agreement shall
be barred.
4. Failure at any stage of the grievance procedure to communicate a decision to the a&:,arieved
party, their representative and the Association within the specified time limit shall permit the
lodging of the grievance at the next stage of the procedure within the time which would have
been allotted had the decision been communicated by the fmal day.
5. In the event a grievance is flied on or after May 15th, every effort will be made to adjust the
time limits specified in this grievance procedure so that the grievance may be resolved by the
last day of school. Those grievances that are not resolved by the last day of school will
continue to be processed within the time limits specified in this grievance procedure.
6. The filing of grievances after the last day of school must be flled within thirty (30) calendar
days after school closes, or be ftied within thirty (30) calendar days after school opens for the
next school year in September, to be processed according to the procedures of this Article.
Excepted from this will be those grievances which pertain in any way to job termination,
which grievances will be processed within the time limits specified in Section D.2 of this
Article, except that school days shall be understood to be work days.
7. The parties agree that grievances and arbitrations shall be processed according to the time
limits specified in this procedure during the months of July and August, except that the Chief
Executive Officer and grievance chairPerson of the Association may mutually agree to other
time limits, including time limits which extend into the opening of school the following
September.
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E. Procedures
1. Stage 1 - Initiation
a.
b.
2.
The aggrieved party may initiate a grievance with their immediate supervisor within
the time limits prescribed in Section D.2 who will orally discuss the grievance with
the aggrieved party. The immediate supervisor shall orally render a detennination to
the aggrieved person within five (5) school days after the grievance has been
presented to the supervisor.
The ~arieved party may, if so desired, have the assistance of the Association. The
immediate supervisor may, if desired, have the assistance of the next higher level of
supervision, not including the Chief Executive Officer. If the aggrieved submits the
grievance through a representative, the aggrieved mayor may not at his or her
option, be present during the presentation of the grievance. If not present, the
aggrieved must furnish written authorization stipulating that the bearer is his or her
representative. If the representative is other than the Grievance Committee of the
Association or its designee, the Grievance Committee of the Association or its
designee shall have the right to be present and participate in the resolution of the
grievance.
Stage 2 - Chief Executive OffICer and/or Board Hearing
a. If the aggrieved .party is not satisfied with the oral decision at Stage 1, the grievant
may submit the grievance to the Grievance Committee of the Association. If the
Grievance Committee of the Association detennines that it will file the grievance with
the Chief Executive Officer, it will do so within seven (7) school days after the
aggrieved party has received the oral decision of the immediate supervisor.
If the Association initiates a grievance at this stage within the time limits prescribed in
Section D.2, it will do so with the Chief Executive Officer, or the Chief Executive
Officer's designee, who will orally discuss the grievance with the grievance chairper-
son I s designee. The Chief Executive Officer shall orally render a decision to the
grievance chairperson, or the grievance chairperson's designee within five (5) school
days after the grievance had been initiated. If the grievance is not resolved in this
manner, the Grievance Committee of the Association may file the grievance in
writing with the Chief Executive Officer within seven (7) school days after receiving
the Chief Executive Officer's oral decision.
Within ten (10) school days after receipt of the grievance from the Grievance
Committee of the Association, the Chief Executive Officer or the Chief Executive
Officer's designee, and/or the Board of Education or its designee, shall hold a hearing-
with the grievance chairperson or the grievance chairperson's designee, or with the
aggrieved party and the grievance chairperson or the grievance chairperson's
b.
c.
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d.
3.
designee, as well as all other designated parties of interest. The Chief Executive
Officer shall provide an official transcript of the hearing. Such transcripts shall
become official when presented by the Chief Executive Officer to the previously
designated parties of interest.
The Chief Executive Officer and/or the Board of Education shall render a decision in
writing to the grievance committee of the Association, or to the aggrieved party and
the grievance committee of the Association within ten (10) school days after the
conclusion of the hearing.
Stage 3 - Arbitration on Interpretation and/or Application of Contract
a. If the grievance is not resolved at Stage 2, then within twenty (20) school days the
Grievance Committee of the Association may submit the grievance to arbitration on
interpretation and/or application of the contract by submitting a written notification to
the Board of its intent to request arbitIation through the American Arbitration
Association. Thereafter, the procedures shall be in accordance with the rules and
regulations of the American Arbitration Association.
The arbitrator may not add to, subtract from or modify in any way, manner or
means, the basic terms of the written contract. It is understood, however, that the
arbitrator shall interpret the contract in accordance with acceptable rules of contract
construction. The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding on all parties.
Each of the parties shall bear their own cost or costs of representation; however, the
costs and fees of the American Arbitration Association and the arbitrator shall be
shared equally between the Board of Education and the Association. Each party
desiring the copy of the transcript of the arbitration proceeding shall bear the cost
thereof, except that when all parties to the proceeding order a copy of the transcript,
the cost thereof shall be borne equally between them.
Both parties may use any existing laws and/or rules and regulations of the
Commissioner of Education, where relevant, in presenting their case in arbitration.
The arbitrator, where relevant, may use any existing laws and/or rules and regulations
of the Commissioner of Education in making his determination.
b.
c.
d.
ARTICLE XXXIV - MANAGE.\1Ei~'"T RIGHTS
Except as limited by terms and provisions of the Agreement, the Board retains all of the authority, rights and
responsibilities given them by law to manage and operate the school District.
ARTICLE XXXV - ADl\1Th1JSTRATIVE RESTRUCTURING
The P.R. T.A. will have the right to participate in administrative restructuring and any other changes
resulting from the New Compact for Learning including provisions for shared decision making and site
based management.
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ARTICLE XXXVI -INCLUSION
Inclusion is one approach in a broad continuum of services that should be offered to students with
disabilities.
In order to provide the most effective program for all students, the District and the Association will maintain
on-going consultation pertaining to the implementation and assessment of inclusion. The District and the
Association will work together to detennine training and staffing needs.
Where a student has been placed in an inclusion program in the regular education setting and requires
medically related services or special toileting needs, the mainstreamed teacher will not be expected to
perfonn such services.
ARTICLE xxxvn - MISCELLMTEOUS
A.
B.
Authority - This Agreement shall supersede any rules, regulations or practices of the Board which
shall be contrary to or inconsistent with its terms.
Legal Exception - If any provision of this Agreement or any application of this Agreement to any
teacher or any group of teachers shall be found to be contrary to the law, then such provision or
application shall be deemed invalid except to the extent permitted by law. All other provisions or
applications shall continue in full force and effect. Where provisions have been found to be contrary
to the law, substitute provisions consistent with applicable law shall be negotiated by the parties that
retain equities of the original provision.
c. Reproduction - Copies of the Agreement shall be reproduced at the expense of the Board and given
to all teachers now employed by the Board and all those hereafter employed by the Board after its
execution or employment of the teacher, whichever occurs later. Fifty (50) copies per school year of
this Agreement will be provided to the Association at no expense to it.
D. Priority of This Agreement - Any individual arrangement, agreement, or contract between the
Board and any individual teacher heretofore executed shall be subject to and consistent with the terms
and conditions of this Agreement, and any individual arrangement, agreement or contract hereafter
executed shall be expressly made subject to and consistent with this Agreement; this Agreement,
during its duration, will be controlling. Mutual consent of the Board and Association will allow this
section to be waived in a particular instance.
E. Requirement for Legislative Action - It is agreed by and between the parties that any provision of
this Agreement requiring legislative action to pennit its implementation by amendment of law or by
providing additional funds stay as is, shall not become effective until the appropriate legislative body
has given approval.
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The responsibility for infonning the teachers of the contents of this Agreement is that of the
Association. Within two (2) school days of the completion of legal review the Board will provide .the
Association with ten (10) copies of the final draft.
F.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have set their hands and seals the day and year first
written above.
BOARD OF EDUCATION
PEARL RIVER SCHOOL DISTRICT
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PEARL RIVER
TEACHERS ASSOCIATION
By:~~Lilk-
William Anton
President/Chairperson
BY:~e~J hin Mosella
. President
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PEARL RIVER SCHOOL DISTRICT
Appendix 1
ANNUAL PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCE REVIEW
PLAN (APPR)
Board of Education Adoption:
Date
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INTRODUCTION
The mission of the Pearl River School District is "Every Student Can and Will
Learn. II
Performance review of the professional staff is one of the many factors ensuring
that the mission will be accomplished. This document outlines the procedures
the Pearl River School District will follow to provide both an assessment of the
professional staff and a process for continuous professional growth.
Purposes of Performance Review
. To provide direction for professional growth
. To promote the achievement of students' academic and social potential
. To attain district, school curriculum and/or program objectives
. To provide each teacher with a regular assessment of hislher performance
. To obtain data for administrative decisions regarding retention, tenure, and
assignment
CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION
Evaluation Procedures
1. Purposes of Teacher Evaluation:
A.
B.
to provide direction for professional growth
to promote the achievement of students' academic and social
potential
to attain district, school, curriculum and/or program objectives
to provide each teacher with a regular assessment of hislher
performance
to obtain data for administrative decisions regarding retention,
tenure, and assignment.
c.
D.
E.
2. Criteria for Evaluating Teacher Performance:
A. Instructional Skills:
(1) The teachers demonstration of an appropriate use of the
principles of learning.
(2) The teachers ability to develop and to maintain positive rapport
with youngsters.
(3) The teachers ability to work with both groups and individual
students to promote student progress in learning.
(4) The teachers knowledge of subject matter areas that are
related to hislher particular assignment.
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(5) The teacher's ability to plan, develop, and implement both long
and short-term learning activities related to the attainment of
individual and district objectives.
B. Individual Growth:
(1) The teacher's participation in continuous self-assessment,
demonstration of professional growth, and a willingness to alter
his/her behavior as the need becomes apparent.
(2) The teacher's achievement of suggestions, strategies, and
expectations.
C. Organizational Commitment:
(1) The teacher's ability to meet promptly a variety of deadlines
and to fulfill commitments in the highest professional manner.
(2) The teacher's participation in program development and in the
evaluation of that program.
(3) The teacher's ability to work cooperatively with parents, fellow
teachers, and administrators to attain both personal and district
objectives.
EVALUATION CYCLE
Mutualiy agreed upon goal(s) will be established between teacher and
administration in accordance with the Pearl River School District goals.
Non-Tenured
Three observations each year
I
. 3 formal obs~rvations
summary review
I 3 formal observations
! summary review
I 3 formal observations
I summary review
i
Year 1
: Year 2
: Year 3
OBSERVATIONS
Scheduie for formal observation reports and summary performance evaluations:
October 15
December 19
March 1
March 1
Goal setting
At least two formal observations
At least one additional observation
Observation by or of at least one peer
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March 13 Recommendations submitted to Superintendent of
Schools for all teachers eHgiblefor tenure and for all
other probationary teachers
Notification in writing to all probationary teachers
regarding employment status for the coming year
Summary performance evaluation for all probationary
teachers
April 1
May 15
TENURED PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCE PLAN
.
Goal setting to be done by October 15th of each year
Goals must be linked to criteria for evaluation and to an appropriate evaluation
option
Evaluation option may extend beyond one year
Mid-year conference at which time modifications may be made
End-of-year written results and conclusions on goal(s) or progress on
evaluation option
"It is expected that a variety of evaluation options will be selected
Observation option must be selected once every four years
.
.
.
.
.
.
PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCE REVIEW OPTIONS
Each tenured teacher will seJe.ct one of the following professional development
options by October 1st every other year:
. the observation option
. the collaboration option
. the individual project option
. the peer observation option
PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCE OPTIONS
OBSERVATION
(once every 4 years)
COLLABORATION IINDIVIDUAl
1. Teachers plan their sequence of observation, collaboration, individual, and
peer observation in conjunction with their evaluat.ors in an effort to best meet
the teachers' goals and balance participation and aJlocation of resources.
2. Teachers who have concern about completing their project will have the
following options:
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. extend time
set new goal for the next year
seek peer intervention
provide additional resources
modify the goal
seek assistance of outside consultant
team with another teacher
return to observation option
review by another administrator
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
3. Each teacher selecting a professional development option will complete an
annual goal statement by October 15th,will have a mid-year checkpoirit with
the administrator if a concern arises about completing the project, and
complete the end-of-the-year results/conclusion section. Signatures by the
teacher and administrator are required at goal setting and at the end of the
year.
ACTIVITIES
,
A teacher's goals may be achieved by implementing any of the following
activities:
Action Research: Teachers research and collect data to study a specific aspect
of content, classroom practice, or pedagogy.
Peer Observation: Two or three teachers observe' and provide feedback to each
other on the observation. This should occur at least 5 times yearly. The district
willprovide release time for actual observations.
Critical Friends: Small group of staff designs a program of activities aimed at
improving classroom practice. This group willmeet at least 8 times a year.
Unit Design to Support Curriculum: Teachers collaboratively or individually
design new units or program.
Extended CourselWorkshop: An individual willtake an extended course or
workshop, which applies, to teacher practice, pedagogy, or content.
Coaching: Tenured teacher works with a novice teacher to reflect on and
improve practice based upon goal(s).
National Board Certification: Teachers pursue this national certification
process as a multi-year evaluation option.
Observation: Pre-observation conference, observation, and post-observation
conference.
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Parent Education Courses: Teachers work individually or collaboratively to
design and implement workshops for parents.
Innovation: Implementing and evaluating a new program/approach.
Portfolio (paper/digital): A selection of artifacts and reflective entries
representing a teacher's professional experiences, competencies, and growth
over a period of time.
Staff Development: Teachers design, facilitate, and evaluate a course of study
for other staff members.
Study Groups: Small groups of staff read and discuss a specific topic at least 8
times a year. For example: Saphier, Brain Research, Multiple Intelligences,
Math Their Way, specific areas of content, etc.
Writing/Sharing Articles: Staff member writes, hopefully for publication, and
shares articles about pedagogy, classroom practice, and/or content.
,...
Other: With approval of the administrator, a teacher may propose another
option, which meets the criteria for evaluation.
TEACHERJMPROVEMENTPLAN
The plan shall describe how the school district addresses the performance of
teachers whose performance does not meet criteria and shall require the
development of a teacher-improvement plan for teachers so evaluated. This plan
shall be developed by the district in consultation and agreement with such
teacher. In addition, this plan will be implemented only after building-level.
interventions have failed to improve teacher performance. The Superintendent of
Schools must approve any teacher entering the formal improvement plan. Such
a plan might include the following activities:
. Three formal observations with pre and post conferences and written
documentation (a teacher may request a second administrator to perform an
observation)
. Informal observations
. Conferences and strategy sessions on a regular basis
. Classroom observations and conferences with a team of teachers selected by
the PRTA
. Assistance from colleagues
. The teacher will remain in the plan until he or she receives an annual
summary performance review that indicates "meets criteria"
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Appendix 2
PEARL RIVER SCHOOL DISTRICT
Pearl River, New York 10965
Annual Individual Professional Performance Review
Name Building Date
A. Evaluation (circle one)
observation collaboration option individual project peer observation
B. Goals (linked to criteria for evaluation)
c. Approach
D. Imple'mentatlon
E. Mid-year checkpoint (date if needed)
F. Results/conclusions
Teacher Signature Date:
Administrator Signature Date:
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Appendix 2A
PEARL RIVER SCHOOL DISTRICT
Pearl River, New York 10965
Teacher Observation Option
Teacher-Administrator Plannina Session Conference
Staff Member:
Category:
Date of Conference:
Administrator:
Time:
Place:
In this conference the main points relating to the suggestions, strategies, and
expectations for the school year are recorded. The teachers and the administrator(s)
should retain a copy for their files.
The teacher and administrator(s) should sign the conference form.
(Please use the reverse side if necessary.)
Administrator Coordinating
the Summary Evaluation: Date:
Teacher: Date:
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Appendix 3
PEARL RIVER SCHOOL DISTRICT
Pearl River, NY 10965
Observation Report
Evaluator:
Dayl Date::
Time/Period:
Length of Observation:
Staff Member:
Category:
Gradel Subject:
Number of Students:
I. CONTENT
II. OVERALL RATING
meets criteria
does not meet criteria
III. POST OBSERVATION CONFERENCE:
COMMENTS:
STAFF MEMBER DATE ADMINISTRATOR DATE
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Appendix 4
PEARL RIVER SCHOOL DISTRICT
Pearl River, New York 10965
Summary Performance Evaluation
Staff Member:
Building:
Date:
Gradel Subject:
I. CONTENT (Status of teacher, description of curriculum responsibilities as well as
inter-departmental and district wide responsibilities.)
II. SU MMARY (Statements - Content)
II. OVERALL RATING
meets criteria
does not meet criteria
III. STRATEGIES, SUGGESTIONS, ETC:
STAFF MEMBER DATE PRINCIPAL
EVALUATOR
DATE
DATE
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Appendix 5
PEARL RIVER SCHOOL DISTRICT
Pearl River, New York 10965
TEACHER
Grade Level or Subject Matter
Building
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT RECORD SHEET
T t I H A f -t 1M f
Total Hours
Administrative Signature
Date:
ex;
COACHES SALARY SCHEDULE Appendix 6
2000-01
--- - ------------ --
SPORT VARSITY ASST/N MODIFIED
11
------- --
SPORTSA 0-4 YEARS' I 5617 ] 4325 I 3483 I
-------- --
SPORTSA 5-9 YEARS I 5898 I 4541 I 3657 I
SPORTSA 10-14 YEARS I 6038 I 4650 I 3744 I.
SPORTSA 15-19 YEARS I 6179 I 4758 I 3831 I
SPORTS A 20 + YEARS I 6319 .. I 4866 I 3918 I
SPORTS B 0-4 YEARS I 4936 I 3801 . I 3061 I .
-
.. . ,...
SPORTS B 5-9 YEARS I 5183 I . 3991 1 ' 3214 I
SPORTS B.} 0-]4 YEARS I 5307 I 4086 I 3290 .,
-
SPORTSB 15-19 YEARS I 5430 I 4181 ,I 3367 I
SPORTS B 20 + YEARS I 5553 I 4276 I 3443 I
SPORTS C 0-4 YEARS 4255 1 3277 I 2638 I
SPORTSC 5-9 YEARS I 4468 I 3441 I 2770 I
- -----
SPORTS C 10-14 YEARS I 4575 I 3522 I 2836
I
--- ------ -
SPORTS C 15-19 YEARS I 4681 I . .3604 I 2902
. I \
---- ----- -- --------- ------
. SPORTSC 20 + YEARS I 4787 1 3686 1 2968 I
--- --- -- -
SPORTS D 0-4 YEARS I 3915 I 3015 I 2427 I
--- - -- -- - -
SPORTS D 5-9 YEARS I 4111 ] 3165 I 2549 I
-
...: --- --- --
SPORTS D 10-14 YEARS 4209' I 324] I 2609 I
. .
-- -- --
SPORTS D 15-19 YEARS '4306 I 3316 I 2670 I
------- --- --
SPORTSb 20 + YEARS I 4404 I 3391 I 2731 i
-- --- --
SPORTS A: FOOTBALL, BASKETBALL, WRESTLING, WINTER TRACK
SPORTS B: SOCCER, CROSS COUNTRY, BASEBALL, SOFTBALL, SPRING TRACK.
LACROSSE, ICE HOCKEY, VOLLEYBALL, FIELD HOCKEY, SWIMMING
SPORTS c: FALL TENNIS, SPRING TEJ\TNIS,GOLF
SPORTS D: FALL CHEERING, WiNTER CHEERING, FALL A~1) WfNTER PlRETTES
LONGEVITY: 5-9 YEARS
10-14 YEARS
0.050 15-19YEARS
0.075 20 + YEARS
O.]00
0.,125
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COACHES SALARY SCHEDULE
2001-02
~SPORT VARSITY ASST/JV MODIFIED
-----
SPORTS A 0-4 YEARS 5769 I 4442 I 3577 I
SPORTS A 5-9 YEARS 6057 I 4664 I 3755 I
SPORTS A 10-14 YEAR~ 1 6201 f 47751 3845 I
SPORTS A 15-19 YEAR~ I 6346 I 4886 1 3934 I
SPORTS A 20 + YEARS I 6490 I 4997 I 4024 I
SPORTS B 0-4 YEARS 5070 I 3904 I 3143 [
SPORTS B 5-9 YEARS 5323 I 4099 I 3300 I
SPORTS B 10-14 YEAR~ I 5450 I 4196 I 3379 I
-----
SPORTS B 15-19 YEAR~ I 5576 I 4294 1 3457 I
SPORTS B 20 + YEARS I 5703 I 4391 I 3536 I
t SPORTS C 0-4 YEARS 4370 I 3365 I 2710 I
SPORTS C 5-9 YEARS 4589 I 3533 I 2845 I
SPORTS C 10-14 YEAR~ I 4698 I 3617 I 2913. I
SPORTS C 15-19 YEAR~ I 4807 I 3702 1 2981 I
SPORTS C 20 + YEARS I 4917 I 3786 I 3048 I
SPORTS D 0-4 YEARS 4021 I 3096 I 2493 I
SPORTS D 5-9 YEARS 4222 ! 3251 I 2617 I
SPORTS 0 10-14 YEAR~ I 4322' I 3328 I 2680 !
SPORTS D 15-19 YEAR~ I 4423 I 3405 I 2742 I .
I
SPORTS 0 20 + YEARS I 4523 I 3483 I 2804 I
I
SPORTS A: FOOTBALL, BASKETBALL, WRESTLING, WINTER TRACK
SPORTS B: SOCCER, CROSS COUNTRY, BASEBALL, SOFTBALL, SPRING TRACK,
LACROSSE, ICE HOCKEY, VOLLEYBALL, FIELD HOCKEY, SWIMMING
t SPORTS C: FALL TENNIS, SPRING TENNIS, GOLF, BOWLINGSPORTS D: FALL CHEERING, WINTER CHEERING, FALLAND WINTER PIRETTES
LONGEVITY: 5-9 YEARS 0.050 15-19 YEARS O.100
10-14 YEARS 0.075 20 + YEARS 0.125 67
COACHES SALARY SCHEDULE
2002-03
.
SPORT VARSITY ASST/JV MODIFIED'
SPORTS A 0-4 YEARS 5927 I' 4564 I 3675 I
SPORTS A 5-9 YEARS 6224 J 4792 I 3859 I
SPORTS A 10-14 YEARE I 6372 I 4906 I 3951 I
SPORTS A 15-19 YEARE J 6520 I 5020 I 4042 I
SPORTS A 20 + YEARS J 6668 I 5135 I 4134 I
SPORTS B 0-4 YEARS 5209 I 4011 I 3230 I
SPORTS B 5-9 YEARS 5469 I 4211 I 3391 I
. SPORTS B 10-14 YEARE I 5600 I 4312 I 34 72 I
SPORTS B 15-19 YEARE I 5730 J 4412 I 3552 I
SPORTS B 20 + YEARS I 5860 I 4512 I 3633 I
. SPORTS C 0-4 YEARS' 4490 I 3458 I 2784 I
SPORTS C 5-9 YEARS 4715 I 3631 I 2923 I
SPORTS C 10-14 YEAR~ I 4827 I 3717 I 2993 I
SPORTS C 15-19 YEAR~ J 4939 I 3803 ,. 3062 (
SPORTS C 20 + YEARS I 5052 I 3890 I 3132 I
SPORTS D 0-4 YEARS 4131 I 3181 I 2561 I
SPORTS D 5-9 YEARS 4338 I 3340 I 2689 I
SPORTS D 10-14 YEAR~ I 4441 I 3420 I 2753 (
SPORTS D 15-19 YEAR~ I 4544 I 3499 I 2817 I
I
SPORTS D 20 + YEARS I 4648 I 3579 I 2882 I
I
SPORTS A: FOOTBALL,BASKETBALL, WRESTLING, WINTER TRACK
SPORTS 8: SOCCER, CROSS COUNTRY, BASEBALL, SOFTBALL, SPRING TRACK,
.
LACROSSE, JCE HOCKEY, VOLLEYBALL, FIELD HOCKEY, SWIMMING
SPORTS C: FALL TENNIS, SPRING TENNIS, GOLF, BOWLING
SPORTS D: FALL CHEERING, WINTER CHEERING, FALL AND WINTER PIRElTES
LONGEVITY: 5-9 YEARS 0.050 15-19 YEARS 0.100
10-14 YEARS 0.075 20 + YEARS 0.125 68
COACHES SALARY SCHEDULE
2003-04
--- ---
SPORT VARSITY ASST/JV MODIFIED
~
--
-- ---
SPORTS A 0-4 YEARS 6090 I 4690 I
SPORTS A 20 + YEARS I 6852 I 5276 I
3776 I
3965 I
4059 I
4154 I
4248
I
3318 I
3484
I
3567 I
3650 I
3733 I
2861 I
3004 I
3075 I
3147 I
3218 J
SPORTS A 5-9 YEARS
SPORTS A 10-14 YEARE I
6395 I 4924 I
6547 I 5041 I
SPORTS A 15-19 YEARE I 6699 I 5158 I
SPORTS B 0-4 YEARS 5352 I 4121 I
SPORTS B 5-9 YEARS 5620 I 4327 )
SPORTS 8 10-14 YEAR~ I 5753 I 4430 I
SPORTS 8 15-19 YEARE I 5887 ) 4533 I
SPORTS 8 20 + YEARS I
t SPORTS C 0-4 YEARS
6021 I 4636 I
4614 I 3553 I
SPORTS C 5-9 YEARS 4845 I 3730 I
SPORTS C 10-14 YEAR~ I 4960 I 3819 I
SPORTS C 15-19 YEAR~ I 5075 I 3908 I
SPORTS C 20 + YEARS I 5191 I 3997 i
SPORTS D 0-4 YEARS 4245 I 3268 I 2632
I
2763 I
2829 I
2895 I
2961 I
SPORTS D 5-9 YEARS 4457 I 3432 (
SPORTS D 10-14 YEAR~ I 4563 I 3514 I
SPORTS D 15-19 YEAR~ I 3595 I4669 I
I
4775 I
I
SPORTS A: FOOTBALL, BASKETBALL, WRESTLING, WINTER TRACK
SPORTS B: SOCCER, CROSS COUNTRY, BASEBALL, SOFTBALL, SPRING TRACK,
.
LACROSSE, ICE HOCKEY, VOLLEYBALL, FIELD HOCKEY, SWIMMING
.
SPORTS C: FALL TENNIS, SPRING TENNIS, GOLF, BOWLING.
SPORTS D: FALL CHEERING, WINTER CHEERING, FALL AND WINTER PIRETTES
SPORTS D 20 + YEARS I 3677 )
LONGEVITY: 5-9 YEARS
10-14 YEARS
0.050 15-19 YEARS
0.075 20 + YEARS
0.100
0.125 hq
COACHES SALARY SCHEDULE
2004-05
---
SPORT VARSITY ASST/JV MODIFIED
t
SPORTS A 20 + YEARS I 7040 I 5421 I
3880 I
4074 I
4171 I
4268
I
4365 I
SPORTS A 0-4 YEARS 6258 I 4819 I
SPORTS A 5-9 YEARS 6571 I 5059 I
SPORTS A 10-14 YEAR~ I
SPORTS A 15-19 YEAR~ I
6727 I 5180 I
6884 I 5300 I
SPORTS B 0-4 YEARS
SPORTS B 5-9 YEARS
5499 I 4234 I 3410 I
3580 I5774 I 4446 I
SPORTS B 10-14 YEAR~ I 5912 ) 4552 I
4741 I 3650 I
3665 I
3751 I
3836 I
2939 I
3086 I
3160 I
SPORTS B 15-19 YEAR~ I 6049 J 4658 I
SPORTS 8 20 + YEARS I
.
SPORTS C 0-4 YEARS
6187 I 4764 I
SPORTS C 5-9 YEARS 4978 I 3833 I
SPORTS C 10-14 YEAR~ I 5096 I 3924 I
SPORTS C 15-19 YEAR~ f 5215 I 4015 I
SPORTS C 20 + YEARS I 5333 I 4107 I
3233 I
3307 I
SPORTS D 0-4 YEARS 4361 I 3358 I 2704 I
2839 ISPORTS D 5-9 YEARS 4580 I 3526 I
SPORTS D 10-14 YEARE I 4689 I 3610 I
SPORTS D 15-19 YEARE I 3694 I
2907 I
2975 I4798 I
I
4907 I
I
~ SPORTS A: FOOTBALL, BASKETBALL,WRESTLING, WINTER TRACK
SPORTS 8: SOCCER, CROSS COUNTRY, BASEBALL, SOFTBALL, SPRING TRACK,
.
LACROSSE, ICE HOCKEY, VOLLEYBALL, FIELD HOCKEY, SWIMMING
SPORTS C: FALL TENNIS, SPRING TENNIS, GOLF, BOWLING
SPORTS D: FALL CHEERING, WINTER CHEERING, FALL AND WINTER PIRETTES
SPORTS D 20 + YEARS I 3778 I 3042 I
LONGEVITY: 5-9 YEARS
10-14 YEARS
0.050 15-19 YEARS
0.075 20 + YEARS
0.100
0.125 70
Appendix 7
Activity Stipends 2Q(X)..05Contract 7f2412OO11
EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITYSTIPENDS
NOTE: for theater productions. titiesldescriptions may be
adjusted after discussion with buildingadministrator and all
parties. IN NO CASE MAYTHE TOTALMONIES
EXPENDED EXCEED THE ALlOCATED AMOUNT.
ACTMTY 2000-01 2001-02 2002-03 2003-04 2004-05
1.023 1.0Zl 1.0275 1.0275 1.0275
HIGH SCHOOL MUSICAL PRODUCTIONS
DIRECTOR 4286 4402 4523 4647 4775
ASSIST ANT DIRECTOR
SET DESIGNER 1404 1442 1482 1523 1565
SET CONSTRUCTION & DESIGN 716 735 756 Tl6 797
HANG UGHTS 102 105 108 111 114
TECHNICAl. UGHTJNGJSOUND 614 631 648 666 684
CHOREOGRAPHER 1412 1450 1490 1531 1573
MUSICAL DIRECTOR 1756 1803 1853 1904 1956
VOCAl DIRECTOR 3293 3382 3475 3571 3669
ALL SCHOOL DRAMA PRODUCTION
DIRECTOR 3461 3554 3S52 3752 3855
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
ART DIRECTOR
SET DESIGNER & PAINTER 1556 1598 1642 1687 1733
SETCONSTRUCTICOREOGRAPHY 1556 1598 1642 1687 1733
TECHNICAl. DIRECTOR
CHOREOGRAPHER 512 526 540 555 570
CHOREOGRAPHER (FIGHT) 1000 1027 1055 1084 1114
PRODUCTION
TECHNICAl. LlGHTINGICONSTRUCTION 1556 1598 1642 1687 1733
SENIOR PLAY (MUSiCAL)
DIRECTOR 4274 4389 4510 4634 4761
ASSIST ANT DIRECTOR 2715 2788 2865 2944 3025
SET DESIGNER & PAINTER (CONSTRUCT)
SET CONSTRUCTION (ASST.)
TECHNICAL LlGHTINGlSOUND 673 691 710 730 750
MUSICAL DIRECTOR 1681 1726 1773 1822 1872
VOCAL DIRECTOR
CHOREOGRAPHERJDIRECTOR 4311 4427 4549 4674 4803
FUTURE LEADERS OF AMERICA 706 725 745 765 786
GIFTEDrr ALENTED ADVISOR 2501 2569 2640 2713 2788
JOURNAUSMCLUB ADVISOR 2825 2901 2981 3063 3147
MARINESCIENCECLUB ADVISOR 4984 5119 5260 5405 5554
SALTIFRESH WATER ECOLOGY CLUB 5019 5155 5297 5443 5593
MATH TEAM ADVISOR 706 725 745 765 786
MARCHING BAND ADVISOR 2119 2176 2236 22!37 2360
PEP BANDADVISOR 1122 1152 1184 1217 1250
PIRATE REPERTORYADVISOR - 2 1176 1208 1241 1275 1310
TENTHMUSE ADVISOR 2354 2418 2484 2552 2622
TECH CLUB ADVISOR (STAGECRAFT CLUB) 1883 1934 1987 2042 2098
ASTRONOMYCLUB ADVISOR 706 725 745 765 786
OLYMPIAD ADVISOR (SCtENCE) - 3 . 942 907 994 1021 1049
WEB CLUB 300 484 497 511 525
KALEIDOSCOPE CLUB 942 907 994 1021 1049
ROTARY INTERACT 1075 1104 1134 1165 1197
STUDENT ATHLETIC TRAINiNG CLUB 901 994 1021 1049
STUDENT STOCK MARKET CLUB 957 994 1021 1049
HS CRAfT CLUB ADVISOR 942 907 994 1021 1049
COORDINATOR OF STUDENT EVENTS 2902 2980 3062 3146 3233
STUDENT STORE 1176 1208 1241 1275 1310
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ActivityStipends 2000-05 contract 7/2412001 2
OLYMPIAD ADVISOR (MATH) 942 907 994 1021 1049
CHESS CLUB 1412 1450 1490 1531 1573
COMPUTER CLUB 1412 1450 1490 1531 1573
8THGRADEADVISOR 942 901 994 1021 1049
. 9TH GRADE ADVISOR 942 $7 994 1021 1049
10TH GRADE ADVISOR 942 9f57 994 1021 1049
11TH GRADE ADVISOR 3010 3091 3176 3263 3353
12TH GRADE ADVISOR 4010 4118 4231 4347 4467
INTERNA TtONAL CLUB 942 967 . 994 1021 1049
NATIONALHONOR SOCIETY 1932 1984 2039 2095 2153
SCIENCE ENRICHMENT COORDINATORIHONOR SOCIEiY 1023 1051 1080 1110 1141
SADD ADVISOR 1258 1292 1328 1365 1403
VAASAADVISOR 354 364 374 384 395
YEARBOOK. PRODUCTION 3530 3625 3725 3827 3932
YEARBOOK. ART 3530 3625 3725 3827 3932
FRENCH CLUB & HONOR SOCIETY &TUTORING 588 967 994 1021 1049
SPANISH CLUB & HONOR SOCIETY 588 604 621 638 656
LATiNCLUB& HONOR SOCIETY 588 604 621 638 656
ACADEMIC TEAM 942 901 994 1021 1049
MODEL UN CLUB 942 907 994 1021 1049
MIDDLE SCHOOL MUSICAL
DIRECTOR 2354 2418 2484 2552 2622
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR - ACCOMPANIST 1766 1814 1864 1915 1968
ASSJSTANT DIRECTOR
ART
SET
VOCAL DIRECTOR 1331 1367 1405 1444 1484
ACCOMPANIST 512 526 540 555 570
VOCAl DIRECTOR ASSISTANT 512 526 540 555 570
STUDENT GOVERNMENT (MS) 1060 1089 1119 1150 1182
ORIGAMI (MS)
RADIO CLUB (MS) 824 846 869 893 918
OLYMPJADADVlSOR (SCIENCE) . 942 9f57 994 1021 1049
SCHOOL STORE (MS) 824 846 869 893 918
CHORAl READING (MS)
~~:D!ATION (MS) 824 846 869 893 918
iNTERNATIONAL CLUB (MS) 825 847 870 894 919
ECOLOGY(MS) 825 847 870 894 919
SCHOOL NEWSPAPER(MS) 825 847 870 894 . 919
FOOD AND BOOKS CLUB (MS) 824 846 869 893 918
HOMEWORK CLUB (MS) 824 846 869 893 918
MUSIC CLUB (MS) 825 847 870 894 919
YEARBOOK LITERARY ADVISOR (MS) 2119 2176 2236 Z2S7 2360
YEARBOOK ART ADVISOR (MS) 2119 2176 2236 22m 2360
CHESS CLUB(MS) 818 840 863 887 911
TECHNOLOGY CLUB (MS) 824 846 869 893 918
CAMP BERNIE COORDINATOR - 2 (MS) 750 770 791 813 835
RECORDER CLUB {MS} 824 846 869 893 918
PEER LEADERSHIP (MS) 824 846 869 893 918
DRAMA CLUB & PRODUCTlON- 2 (MS) 1500 1541 1583 1627
.COMPUTER CLUB (MS) 824 846 869 893 918
MATH OLYMPIAD (MS) 413 424 436 448 4SO
STUDENT COUNCIL (EP) 825 847 870 894 919
STUDENT COUNCfL (FA) 825 847 870 894 919,
STUDENT COUNCfL (LA) 825 847 870 894 919
YEARBOOK (EP) 706 725 745 765 786
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(Final Revision 1/:>/U1)
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appendix 9
DESIGNATION AND PAYROLL DEDUCTION AUTHORIZATION
Last Name(print) First Name Init. Build.
Address
TO: BOARD OF EDUCATION OF PEARL RIVER SCHOOL DISTRICT
Pursuant to Chapter 392, Laws of 1967, I hereby designate the Pearl River Teachers
Association as my representative for the purpose of collective bargaining, and I hereby
request and authorize you, according to arrangements agreed upon with such
Association, to deduct from my salary and transmit to the Pearl River Teachers
Association the dues as certified by the Association. I hereby waive all right and claim
for said monies so deducted and transm itted in accordance with this authorization and
relieve the Board of Education and its officers from any liability thereof. This
authorization shall be continuous while I am employed in this school system or until
withdrawn by me by written notice.
Employee:s SignatureAmount of Dues
Date
. 75
appendix 10
VOTE/COPE DEDUCTION AUTHORIZATION
Name Soc. Sec. .No.
The Pearl River School District agrees to honor contribution deduction authorization
from its employees who are Pearl River Teachers Association members in the following
form :
I hereby authorize the Pearl River School District to deduct from my salary the sum of
$ and to forward that amount to the Pearl River Teachers Association Political
Action Comm ittee. This authorization is signed freely and voluntarily and not out of any
fear of reprisal and on the understanding that the Pearl River Teachers Association
Political Action Committee is engaged in joint fund raising efforts with the AFL-CIO and
wHluse the money contributed to that effort to make political contributions and
expenditures in connection with federal, state and local elections. This voluntary
authorization may be revoked at any time by notifying the Pearl River School District
and the Pearl River Teachers Association Political Action Committee in writing of the
desire to do so. I understand that contributions or gifts to the Pearl River Teachers
Association Political Action Committee are not deductible as charitable contributions for
federal income tax purposes.
Signature TeJe.#
Street City/State Zip
Date
76
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PEARL RIVER SCHOOL DISTRICT ABSENCE REPORT/LEAVE REQUEST
1..0.$1"NAME {Please Print) FIRST NAME 8UII.CING POsmON
PERSONAL OR FAMtL Y ILLNESS REPORT
oay~)
I
year
~
FAMlt Y ILlNESS (Three yearty) _ PERSOHAlII.t.NES$0.0.'iEIS) OF ABSENCE _ I
mo.
This os 10 certi'v t,,",r I W2S absent because of pefSonal or family illness. FAMf1.Y MEMBER'S NAME
Employee's Signature Date Signed
TEMPORARY LEAVE OF ABSENCE REQUEST
TYPE OF LEAVE REQUESTED: Date(s) of requested absence I
mo.
I
dayls) year
Administrative Personal Administrator's recommendation Superintendent's Action
Bereavement _ Religious _ Approve wtth pay _ Approve with pay
Jury DuW Vacation _Approve without pay _Approve without pay
_ Legal Proceedings Other _ Disapproved: reason Disapproved; reason:
Conference
EmOlo~e's Signatu,e Date Administ,alo,'s S;gnalu,e Dare Sus>c,indenden:' s S,gn.ItUfC Date
FORM # 20 (11 I9SPMSI
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AS OF 7/18/00 July 1, 2000 thru June 30. 2001
Base Salary
35846 2.30% SA MA MA+ 30 MA+ 60
----------- ------------ ---------- ------- -- -----
8 0.90 1.06 1.17 1.28
C 0.95 1.12 1.24 1.35
Step 1 1.00 1.18 1.30 1.42
2 LOS 1.23 1.35 1.48
3 1.10 1.28 1.41 1.54
4 1.15 1.33 1.46 1.59
5 1.20 1.38 1:51 1.65
6 1.25 1.43 1.57 1.71
7 1.30 1.47 1.62 1.77
8 1.52 1.67 1.83
9 1.57 1.73 1.89
10 1.62 1.78 1.94
11 1.67 1.83 2.00
12 1.72 1.89 2.06
13 1.77 1.94 2.12
14 1.82 1.99 2.18
15 ,
.87 2.05 2.23
16 1.92 2.10 2.29
17 1.97 2.15 2.35
18 2.01 2.21 2.41
19 2.06 2.26 2.47
20 2.11 2.31 2.52
21 2.16 2.37 2.58
22 2.09 2.21 2.42 2.63
-------
---- ---------- - -- ----
S 32261 38068 41940 4581,
C 34054 40183 44270 48356
Step 1 35846 42298 46600 50901
2 37638 44090 48392 53052
3 39431 45883 50543 55203
4 41223 47675 52335 56995
5 43015 49';67 54127 59146
6 44807 51260 56278 61297
7 52694 58070 63447
8 54486 59863 65598
9 56278 62013 67749
10 58070 63806 69541
11 59863 65598 71692
12 61655 67749 73843
13 63447 69541 75993
14 65240 71333 78144
15 67032 73484 79936
16 68824 75276 82087
17 70616 77069 84238
18 72050 79219 86389
19 73843 81012 88539
20. 75635 82804 90332
21 77427 84955 92482
22 74918 79219 86747 94275
--------------- ------------- --------------
----------- -------- ---------
78
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Appendix 12
AS OF 7/1 8/00 July 1, 2001 thru June 30, 2002
Base Salary
36814 2.700/0 BA MA MA+ 30 MA + 60
---------------- ----------------- -------------- ----------------- ----------------- --------------------
:
B 0.90 1.06 1. i 7 1.28
C 0.95 1.12 1.24 1.35
Step 1 1.00 '.18 1.30 1.42
2 1.05 1.23 1.35 1.48
3 1.10 1.28 1.41 1.54
4 1. 15 1.33 1.46 i .59
5 1.20 1.38 1.51 1.65
6 1.25 1.43 1.57 1.71
7 1.30 1.47 1.62 1.77
8 1.52 1.67 1.83
9 1.57 1.73 j .89
10 1.62 1.78 1.94
l' 1.67 1.83 2.00
12 1.72 1.89 2.06
13 1.77 1.94 2.12
14 1.82 1.99 2.18
15 1.87 2.05 2.23
16 1.92 2.10 2.29
17 1.97 2.15 2.35
18 2.01 2.21 2.41
19 2.06 2.26 2.47
20 2.11 2.31 2.52
21 2.16 2.37 2.58
22 2.09 2.21 2.42 2.63
-------------- -----------
B 33132 39096 43072 47048
C 34973 41268 45465 49662
Step 1 36814 43440 47858 52276
2 38654 45281 49699 54484
3 40495 47122 51907 56693
4 42336 48962 53748 58534
5 44177 50803 55589 60743
6 46017 52644 57798 62952
7 54116 59638 65160
8 55957 61479 . 67369
9 57798 63688 69578
10 59638
. 65528 71419
11 61479 67369 73628
12 63320 69578 75836
13 65160 71419 78045
14 67001 73259 80254
15 68842 75468 82095
16 70682 77309 84304
17 72523 79150 86512
18 73996 81358 88721
19 75836 83199 90930
20 77677 85040 92771
21 79518 87249 94980
22 7~94' 81358 89089 96820
----------------- ------------ ------------ ----------------- ----------------- -----------
7Q
AS OF 7/18/00 July 1, 2002 thru June 30, 2003
Base Salary
37826 2.750/0 SA MA MA + 30 MA + 60
------------
-------------
C .0.95 1.12 1.24 1.35
Step 1 1.00 1.18 1.30 , .42
2 1.05 1.23 1.35 1.48
3 1.10 1.28 1.41 1.54
4 1.15 1.33 1.46 1.59
5 1.20 1.38 1.51 1.65
6 1.25 1.43 1.57 , .71
7 1.30 1.47 1.62 1.77
8 1.52 1.67 1.83
9 1.57 1.73 1.89
10 1.62 1.78 1.94
11 1.67 1.83 2.00
12 1.72 1.89 2.06
13 1.77 1.94 2.12
14 1.82 1.99 2.18
i5 1.87 2.05 2.23
16 1.92 2.10 2.29
17 1.97 2.15 2.35
18 2.01 2.21 2.41
19 2.06 2.26 2.47
20 2.11 2.31 2.52
21 2.16 2.37 2.58
* 22 2.09 2.21 2.42 2.63
C 35935 42403 46715 51027
Step 1 37826 44635 49174 53713
2 39717 46526 51065 55983
3 41609 48417 53335 58252
4 43500 50309.; 55226 60144
5 45391 52200 . 57117 62413
6 47283 5409~ 59387 64683
7 55604 61278 66952
8 57496 63170 69222
9 59387 65439 71491
10 61278 67331 73383
1 i 63170 69222 75652
12 65061 71491 77922
13 66952 73383 80191
14 . 68844 75274 82461
,... 70735 77544 84352.::>
16 72626 79435 86622
17 74517 81326 88891
18 76031 83596 91161
19 77922 85487 93431
20 79813 87378 95322
21 81704 89648 97591
.)1' 22 79057 83596 91539 99483
----------------- ------------------ ----------- --------------------------...--- -------------
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.AS OF 7/18/00 July 1, 2003 thru June 30, 2004
Base Salary
38866 2.75% SA MA MA + 30 MA + 60
-------------- -----------. ----------- -------------- --------------- -------------------
C 0.95 1.12 1.24 1.35
Step 1 1.00 1.18 1.30 1.42
2 1.05 1.23 1.35 1.48
3 1.10 1.28 1.4 1 1.54
4 1.15 1.33 1.46 1.59
5 1.20 1.38 1.51 1.65
6 1.25 1.43 1.57 1.71
7 1.30 1.47 1.62 1.77
8 1.52 1.67 1.83
9 1.57 1.73 1.89
10 1.62 1.78 1.94
11 1.67 1.83 2.00
12 1.72 1.89 2.06
13 , .77 1.94 2.12
14 1.82 1.99 2.18
15 1.87 2.05 2.23
.16 1.92 2.10 2.29
17 1.97 2.15 2.35
18 2.01 2.21 2.41
19 2.06 2.26 2.47
20 2.11 2.31 2.52
21 2.16 2.37 2.58
22 2.09 2.21 2.42 2.63
------------
------------------------
C 36923 43569 48000 52431
Step 38866 45862 50526 55190
2 40810 47806 52470 57522
3 42753 49749 54802 59854
4 44696 51692 56745 61798
:; 46640 53636 58688 64129...
6 48583 55579 61020 66461
7 57134 62963 68793
8 59077 64907 71125
9 61020 67239 73457
10 62963 69182 75401
11 64907 71125 77733
12 66850 73457 80065
13 68793 75401 82397
14 70737 77344 84729
15 72680 79676 86672
16 74623 81619 89004
17 76567 83563 91336
18 78121 85895 93668
19 80065 87838 96000
20 82008 89781 97943
21 83951 92113 100275
. 22 81231 85895 94057 102219
---------------------------- ------------------ ------------------ ---------------- --------------...-
81
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AS OF 7/18/00 July 1, 2004 thru June 30. 2005
Base Salary
39935 2.75% SA MA MA + 30 MA + 60
-----------.-.----- ------------------- ------------------ ------------------- ------------------ ------------------
Step 1.00 i.18 1.30 1.42
2 1.05 1.23 1.35 1.48
3 1.10 1.28 1.41 1.54
4 1.15 1.33 1.46 1.59
5 1.20 1.38 .1.51 , .65
6 1.25 1.43 1.57 1.71
7 1.30 1.47 1.62 1.77
8 1.52 1.67 , .83
9 1.57 1.73 1.89
10 1.62 1.78 1.94
11 1.67 1.83 2.00
12 1.72 1.89 2.06
13 1.77 1.94 2.12
14 1.82 1.99 2.18
15 1.87 2.05 2.23
16 1.92 2.10 2.29
17 1.97 2.15 2.35
18 2.01 2.21 2.41
19 2.06 2.26 2.47
20 2.11 2.31 2.52
21 2.16 2.37 2~58
. 22 2.09 2.21 2.42 2.63
--------------- ------------------ ----------- -------------- ------- ------------
Step 1 39935 47124 51916 56708
2 41932 49120 53912 59104
3 43929 51117 56309 61500
4 45925 53114 58305 63497
5 47922 55111 60302 65893
6 49919 57107 62698 68289
7 58705 64695 70685
8 60701 66692 73081
9 62698 69088 75477
10 64695 71085 77474
11 66692 73081 79870
12 68689 75477 82266
13 70685 77474 84663
14 72682 79471 87059
15 74679 81867 89055
16 76676 83864 91452
17 78672 85861 93848
18 80270 88257 96244
19 82266 90254 98640
20 84263 92250 100637
21 86260 94646 103033
22 83465 88257 96643 105030
--------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- ----------- -------------
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Steps B.4.+15 BA+30 BA+45 BA+60 MA+45 MA+75
1 1.06 1.12 L18 1.24 1.36 .
2 1.11 1.17 1.23 1.29 1.42
~1.16 1.21 1.28 1.34 1.47:>
4 1.21 1.26 1.33 1.39 1.53
00
S 1.26 1.31 1.38 1.44 1.58
6 1.31 1.35 1.43 1.50 1.64
7 1.36 1.40 1.47 1.55 1.69
8 1.40 1.44 1.52 1.60 1.75
9 1.45 L49 1.57 1.65 1.81
10 1.50 1.54 1.62 1.70 1.86
11 1.55 1.58 1.67 1.75 1.92
12 1.60 1.63 1.72 1.80 1.97 2.12
13 1.65 1.68 1.77 1.85 2.03 2.18
]4 1.70 1.72 1.82 1.90 2.08 2.24
15 1.75 1.77 1.87 1.95 2.14 2.29
16 1.81 1.92 2.00 2.20 2.35
17 1.86 1.97 2.06 2.25 2.41
18 1.91 2.01 2.11 2.31 2.47
19 1.95 2.06 2.16 2.36 2.53
20 2.00 2.11 2.21 2.42 2.58
21 2.04 2.16 2.26 2.47 2.64
22
I
2.09 2.21 2.31 2.53 2.69
<..~ Appendix 13
Pearl River School District .' .
Teach~rs Salary Index Schedule
In Compliance with Article XX\l~ M
,.
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INDEX
Page Article Paragraph
ABSENCE 40 xxvn
ACADEMIC FREEDOM 11 XI
ACCIDENf 40 xxvn A
ADl\fIl'T):STRATIVERFSTRUCTURING 53 XXXV
AGREEl\1ENT
Duration 2 n A
LegalExceptions . 54 xxxvn B
LegislativeAction 54 xxxvn E
Priority of, 54 xxxvn D
Reproductionof, 54 xxxvn C
Scopeof, 2 n B
Waiverof, 2-3 n C
ANNUITYPROGRAM 39 XXV H
ASSAULT 40 xxvn A
ASSIGNMENTS
Areas of Assignment 3 V B
Master Schedule 4 V D
Notice of Assigmnent 3 V A
On Return from Leave 46 XXXI G
Scheduling ~V C:J
ASSOCIATION RIGHrS 7 VITI
President's Rights 9 VIII P
BE~'"EFITS
Fringe 36 XXV A
On Return from Leave 46 XXXI H
BEREA VE:MEl'/"'TLEA VE 43 XXX A4
Additional 44 XXX C2
BREAK TIME
Before Post Session 5 VI E
BUll.DINGS
Use of 8 VITI D
BULLETIN BOARDS
Use of 8 Vllr E
84
CALENDAR, SCHOOL
Responsibility 11 XII A
Consultationwith Association 11 XII B
Guidelines 11 XII C
ProfessionalDevelopmentDays 14 XVI B
SnowDays 11 XII C2
CAR 32 XXIV G
CLASSSIZE 12 xm A
EquitableLoad 12 xm B
COAClDNG
Compensation 31 XXIV
Salary Schedule 67
CO:MPENSATION
Damaged Property 39 XXV F
Extracunicu1ar Activities 33 XXIV J
Stipends 34 XXIV L
71-74
On the Job Injury 40 xxvn
Sabbatical 46 XXXII A
Teachers, Method of payment 31 XXIV B
Salary Schedu1e1Index 78-82
.
CONFERENCES
Professional 15 XVI
Staff 7 vn D
CREDIT
Graduate 32 XXIV F
In-Service 31 XXIV C
Unapplied 31 XXIV D
CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS
Brought against Teacher 13 XIV E
DAMAGED PERSONAL PROPERTY 39 XXV F
DENT AL PLA!~ 39 XXV E
DIRECTORIES, PERSOI\i'I'EL
Distribution of 8 vm I
DISMISSAL 17 XVII A
DUES DEDUCTION 39 XXVI
Authorization 39 XXVI A
85
Dues DeductionFonn 40 XXVI C
Methodof Deduction 40 XXVI B
NYSUT 40 XXVI F
VOTE/COPE 40 XXVI E
76
DURATION OF AGREEMENT 2 n A
EARLY RETIREMENT INCENTIVE 41 xxvm
EDUCATIONAL MATERIAlS 13 XV
EMERGENCIES 12 XII C2
XIV B
EVALUATION, TEACQER 22 xxn
EXCESSING 18 XIX
EXPENSE ALLOWANCE 31 XXIV
~1>EDLEAVE OF ABSEN"CE 45 XXXI
EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
Chaperone Pay 36 XXIV 0
Compensation 33 XXIV J
Professional Activities 36 XXIV N
FACILITIES 10 X
FAMILY ll.LNESS 42-43 XXIX B,G
FILES, TEACHER
Accessto 30 xxm D
Applicability 29 xxm A
Content 29 XXIII C
Maintenance 29 xxm B
Privileged personnel 30 xxm G
Right to copy 30 XXIII E
FRINGE BEl\"EFITS 36 XXV A
Insurance 37-39 XXV B-E
GRIEVANCE PROCEDIJRES 48 XXXIII
Declaration of Purpose 48 XXXIII A
Definitions 49 . XXXIII B
Basic Principles 49 XXXIII C
Time Limits 51 XXXIII D
Procedures 52 XXXIII E
GUIDAl~CECOUNSELORS
86
SalaryDifferential 32 XXIV I
HEALTII INSURANCE 36 XXV A-B
Retiree 37 XXV D
HOLIDAYS 11 XII C4
INCLUSION 54 XXXVI
INC~'TS
Regular 32 XXIV E
Withholdingpaymentof 32 XXIV E
INJURY
On the Job 40 xxvn
Leave Allowance 42 XXIX E
IN-sERVICE EDUCATION 14 XVI C
Credit 31 XXIV C
Graduate Credit 32 XXIV F
In-service Teaching 36 XXIV N
INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF
Definition 1 I A
INSURANCE 36 XXV
Dental 37 XXV B
Property 39 XXV E
Retiree 37 XXV D
Withdrawal 37 XXV C
INVOLUNTARY TRAi'lSFERS 21 XXI
LEAVF.S
Adoption 45 XXXI D
Association President or Designee 9 IX P
Association Responsibility 44 XXX D
Benefits on return 46 XXXI F
Bereavement 43,44 XXX A4,C2
Child Care 45 XXXI C
Doctor's Certificate 42 XXIX C
Extended illness 42 XXIX D
Family lliness 42,43 XXIX G
illness Report 42 XXIX B
Injury 40 xxvn
Legal Proceedings 43 XXX A3
Major TIlness 42 XXIX E
Military Duty 44 XXX AS
Military Leave 45 XXXI A
On the job injury 40 xxvn
87
Personal 43,44 XXX Al,Cl
Pregnancy 45 XXXI B
Procedure for 44 XXX B
Religious 43 XXX A2
Sabbatical 46 XXXII
Sick 4:2 XXIX
Temporary 43 XXX
Tenninal Leave 41 xxvn
Unspecified 45 XXXI E
LEGISLATIVE ACfION
Agreementrequirementfor 54 xxxvn E
LUNCH PERIODS 6 VI G
MAIL, SCHOOL
Use by Association 8 vm F
MANAGEMENT RIGHTS 53 XXXIV
MASTER SCHEDULE 4 V D
MEETINGS
Announcements 7 vm AAssociation 8 vm GNegotiations 3 ill
MILEAGE
Transporting pupils 12 XIV CUse of Teacher's car 32 XXIV G
MILITARY LEA VE 45 XXXI A
MISCELLA1~US 54 xxxvn
NEGOTIATIONS
Procedure for 3,9 ID,VIII N,C
NON-TEACHING DuTIES 9,10 IX A-H
NYSDT WELFARE FU1'l"D 40 xxvn F
OBSERVATIONS 22 xxn
OPENINGS 19 XXI B
21 XXI D
34 XXIV K6
88
ORIENTATION 11 XII Cl,3
14 XVI A2
PARENT-TEACHER CONFERENCE 11 xn C3
PERSONAL LEAVE 43,44 XXX At ,Cl
PERSONNEL
Administrative, Definition of 1-2 I A
Supervisory, Definition of 1 I A
PHYSICAL EXAMINATION 39 XXV G
POLITICAL ACTIVITIES 7 VllI B
POSTING 18 XX Bl
PREPARATION PERIODS 6 VI J
PREPARATION TIME 5 VI F
PRESIDENT'S RIGHTS 9 vm p
PROBATIONARY TEACHERS 24,25 XXU C3,4
46 XXXI I
PROCEDURES
For Evaluation 23 XXII C
For Leave 37 XXXI B
For Conducting Negotiations 23 III
For Grievance 48 XXXIII
PROCTORING 4 V F
PROFESSIONAL CONFERENCE 14 XVII
PROFESSIONAL PERFORM~~CE REVIEW PLAl~ 23 xxn B8
PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES 7 VII
12 XIV A
Home Study Material 7 VII C
Professional Involvement 6 VII A
Staff Conference 7 VII D
Teacher Planning 6 VIIVII B
PROPERTY, PERSONAL
Damaged or destroyed 32 XXVI E
89
High SchoolDisciplineCommittee 13 XV EProfessionalResponsibilities 12 XV AProtection 13 XV FTemporaryRemovalfrom Class 13 XV CTransportingPupils 13 XV D
REDUCTION IN FORCE 16 XX
RELIGIOUS ACTIVITIES 7 vm BLeave 37 XXXI A2
RESTRUCTIJRING 46 XXXVI
SABBATICAL LEA VES 40 XXXIII
SALARIES AND PROFESSIONAL COMPENSATION
AND EXPENSE ALLOWANCE 26 XXVCoaching 28 XXV KCompensation for Extracurricular Activities 28 XXV JExtracurricular Stipends 29 XXV LGraduate Credit 26 XXV FIn-Service Credit 26 XXV CMethod of Payment 26 XXV BRegular Increments 26 XXV ESalary 26 XXV ASalary Differential 27 XXV ISalary Schedule 29 XXV MStaff Obligations 27 XXV HUnapplied Credits 26 XXV D
SCHOOL ACTIVITIES
Free Teacher Attendance 8 VITI H
SCHOOL CALE1\DAR 10 XIIBoard Responsibility 10 xn ACalendar Guidelines 11 XU CConsultation with Association 11 xn B
SCHOOL HOIJRS 4 VITeacher Leaving Building 6 VI IKindergarten 6 VI LSDecialEducation 6 VI K,M
SEi~10RlTY 15 XIX
SICK LEAVE 35 XXX
SIGN-IN
Teacher 8 vm J90
STAFF CONFERENCES 7 VB D
STANDARDS
Maintenance 3 IV
Working conditions 3 IV A
STUD~'T
Transporting of 13 XV D
SUPERINTENDENT'S WORKSHOP 11 XII C3
TEACHER ASSIGNMENTS 3 V
Areas 3 V B
Master Schedule 4 V D
Notice 3 'V A
Scheduling 3 V C
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VOTE/COPE 33 XXVII E
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